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The Earth Shall Be Full of the Knowledge of the Lord as the Waters Cover the Sea.—Isa. xi. 9.
"Some trust in chariots and some in horses; but we will remember the name of the Lord our God"—Psa.
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God's Unfailing Word.—A True Story.

Some few years ago a Christian
lady, having decided that she ought
to try and put into practice her faith
in the efficacy of God's word to bring
souls into the true light, bought some
marked New Testaments to circulate
among some of the Jewish ladies in
her town.
Several of these little books had
gone out with kind personal notes inside them; and one day the last of the
series was ready. The lady started on
her errand. The walk lengthened beyond her strength; so bidding her
friends "good-bye," she sat down in
a shelter on the sea-front to rest a
while. Only one other person sat
there with her, and that one was sitting white and still with closed eyes.
A few moments passed, then the tired
lady timidly inquired: "Are you ill?
Can I do anything for you?"
The eyes opened; they were dark
and despairing; the lips moved, and a
voice, hollow and sad, said: "Yes, I
am ill—I am ill—I am dying, but no
•one can help with that."

Swift as thought came the gentle
answer, "Christ only; but what a comfort that he can!"
Suddenly new life seemed to vibrate
through the frail form. Anger, that
almost paralyzed her hearer, rang in
the scornful tones of the stranger; the
dark eyes blazed with brilliancy. "Do
not mention that name to me! The
imposter! The enemy of our race.
The accursed one!"
With each nerve throbbing with
anxiety to help, the Christian woman
paused, uncertain how to answer.
Faltering, she began: "Have you •
ever read the New Testament?"
"Never!" came the sharp response
in the same scathing accents.
"Is that quite fair? To us who
know the Book and love it, your conduct seems like condemning a person
unheard. You are dying, you say—
the New Testament tells of a beautiful life beyond this. Oh. do read
it"—holding it out to her.
"Oh, do read about him!" And
again she held out the small parcel.
A weird smile lighted up the sad,
thin face. "Well, nothing can hurt
me now. At any rate, you mean
well." And the Jewess took the
packet, slipping it into a bag by her
side.
A year went by. and again the
Christian lady was on the sea-front.
As she walked along, some one eyed
her curiously, but with an unfriendly
gaze which made her feel uncomfortable, though she knew not why. Turning to retrace her steps, they met
again, and this time the other paused,
asking, abruptly: "Are you Miss
"Yes."
"Then I have a message to give
you. Do you remember giving a Testament to a sick lady in a shelter here
a year ago?"
"Yes,"
"Well, she is dead. As she was
dying, I promised her if I ever met
you I would tell you that she died in
peace, trusting in your Jesus Christ.
I was a fool to promise her, but I did
it, and I have kept my word; but I
curse you for giving the Book to her;
you have destroyed her soul."

10\J.
XO. 5.

She was turning to go, when the
Christian lady stopped her. "The
Testament—where is that?"
"I have it; I promised her to keep
it; but no one shall ever see it—it
shall do no more harm."
Quickly she walked away, leaving
no chance of an answer; and her
hearer went home, so shadowed by
the terrible looks and words of hatred that for days she could hardly give
thanks for the precious soul that had
been redeemed and was in glory.
Many months sped on their way,
marked only by the silent prayer for
that Jewish sister still in darkness.
Then, one morning, a letter arrived in
a strange handwriting, with a strange
postmark. It was brief, and unsigned. It said: "Your Jewish sister
thanks and blesses you. I, too, have
read that New Testament, and found
the true Messiah. Pray that I may
be faithful; all here are against me,
especially my husband. He has taKen
the Book from me—pray for him
also. Yours in the love of Christ."
More months sped away—then another missive came. "When this
reaches you I shall be with my sister
before the Throne. I am dying, as
she did, of consumption, but I want
you to know that I have been kept
true, and that I have my dear copy of
the New Testament again. Last week
my husband gave it to me. He said
no word, but he is all kindness and
love. I asked him if he had read it;
he only said: 'Ask no questions,' so
I am praying on in hope. Continue
your prayers for him."
Day by day that request was complied with, though the petitioner knew
neither the name nor the abode of the
one for whom she prayed. But the
Hearer of prayer Knew, and sent one
more answer. Two texts of Scripture
written on a card came in a foreign
envelope. One of them was: "My
word shall not return unto me void,"
a text which speaks convincingly of
the hidden power which lives in the
inspired word of divine truth.
This story is published to cheer the
hearts of those who are lovingly
"sowing the seed beside all waters."
—The Christian.
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EDITORIAL.
• Our Visit in. Philadelphia, Pa.

As was intimated in our last notes
we visited the Philadelphia Mission,
going there on February 12, and returning on the 19th. Five years ago
we visited the Mission for several
days, since which time the Mission
property has been much improved.
Yet with all the enlargement that was
done the proper entertainment of the
Sunday-school would make more room
a necessity. For the ordinary preaching service there is sufficient room.
We found the Mission to be a busy
place. Those who have charge of it
find they have.no easy task. Bro.
Stover has many calls for help to answer. There are many poor who need
not only words of comfort and encouragement, but also material help.
They find in him a sympathetic friend
whose heart is touched by the distress
with which he comes so much in
touch, and to his ability he lends a
helping hand. Having been down
himself and having himself felt what
wretched poverty is, he can the more
completely enter into the feelings of
those in like circumstances.
Many of the wretched homes where
his kindly ministrations are so much
appreciated, are such because of that
monster evil, drink. Where the husband is a slave of drink there wife and
children are the victims of a great
wrong and in their want and suffering
and privation, a man like Bro. Stover
is an angel of mercy.
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We found Bro. Stover not well from the Mission, an hour's ride, so
physically, suffering from a severe he does not get to all the meetings.
cold contracted several weeks prePhiladelphia is a great city and;
vious. However, he kept on his feet wickedness abounds. It is said of it
attending to his concerns until the that it is "corrupt and satisfied." Our
second day before our leaving for people touch only a very little fringe
home. In the morning we made a call of its edge. There are many other
together but by noon he had to take Missions and many charities where
his bed and was quite seriously sick Christian people endeavor to lift the
during the next day, and yet so when fallen, but the grist of wickedness is
we left on Friday morning. We hope continuing its work with its liquor
for his speedy recovery. Sr. Stover's traps on every street corner and often
health is much improved and her heart yet between. It is no use to expect
is constantly praising the divine the stream will stop flowing unless the
Father for the great relief that has spigot is turned.
come to her by the Lord's grace and
Just as we go to press we learn that
favor.
Bro.
Stover, of the Philadelphia MisOn the evening of the 12th we atsion
is
better again. We are glad, and
tended a meeting at the Branch Misthank
God
for this news.
sion on W. Norris street, in charge of
Bro. and Sr. Landis. It appears to be
In Philippians the apostle admondifficult to gather a congregation at
ishes the saints to rejoice. "Again I
this place.
The attendance was
say, rejoice," is his word. And a
small, and on account of a sick child
hymn writer sings:
in the house the inmates could not all
attend. However, it was felt that the "My life flows on in endless song,
Beyond earth's lamentation;
Spirit of the Lord was present to bless
and encourage the believers who at- I hear the sweet, though far-off,
hymn
tended.
That
hails a new creation."
On Saturday evening a prayermeeting was held at the home of an
This agrees with another expresafflicted lady who has not been able to sion of the apostle where he triumleave home for a number of years. phantly says, "Our light affliction
She had a bright testimony of faith which is but for a moment, worKeth
and trust in God though bodily she for us a far more and exceeding
was in great distress. Her longing weight of glory; while we look not at
was to go to be with Jesus.
the things which are seen but at the
On Sunday morning and evening things which are not seen: for the
and the four following evenings, things which are seen are temporal;
meetings were held at the Mission. but the things which are not seen are
The attendance varied from being eternal." (II. Cor. 4:17, 18.) It is
quite fair to rather small, but we en- the far-off look that enables God's
joyed the meetings. The Lord meets saints to rejoice. In Christ there is
with the tit-os and the threes if they peace, in the world—tribulation. But
meet in his name. One poor woman, Christ encourages, "be of good cheer,
a former member of a church, con- I have overcome the world." So lookfessed her backsliding and sin, and ing forward to the "new creation" the
was made to rejoice in a new-found believer can sing of redemption here
peace. There are a number of earn- and glory yonder.
est, warm-hearted saints in this congregation and we pray they may all be " 'Mid all the tumult and the strife,
I hear the music ringing."
"kept by the power of God unto salvation ready to be reavealed in the
Faith looks forward with confidence
last days."
and its ear is attuned to the music of
Humanly speaking and as we see it the heavenly sphere and
in our limited vision, Bro. Stover is a
"It finds an echo in my soul,
necessity to the Mission and we hope
How can I keep from singing?"
and pray that he may soon be able to
attend to the labor of love in which he
Thus let the suffering ones look up.
works, doing it as unto the Lord, re- Do you know Jesus Christ as Savior
ceiving no earthly compensation, but and Lord? Is he precious to you?
being sure of a reward from the hands Does your faith, though weak, lay
of him who sees and remembers the hold on him, and cling to him ? Do
cup of cold water given in the name you trust in him alone, in his finished
of a disciple.
work? "Not by works of righteousWe had the pleasure of meeting the ness which we have done, but by his
pastor, Bro. S. G. Engle, at two of the mercy he has saved us Jby the washing
meetings. His residence is distant of regeneration and the renewing of

-
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the Holy Ghost." (Titus 3:5.) There
are many isolated and lonely ones,
many who are tempted on different
lines, by the adversary, but none need
be discouraged, Jesus abideth ever the
same. His promise is true. "I will
never leave nor forsake you" is his
word, so look to him to-day and trust
him for to-morrow.
The following note signed "Your
brother in Christ," and dated "near
Harrisburg, Pa„" is somewhat puzzling. It says, "Dear Bro. Detwiler;
Thankful for the change in diet from
fried potatoes and such things to
crumbs from heaven."
Our first
thought was, here is one who has
found instruction and light as regards
a healthy dietary in the recently published "Health vs. Sickness" articles.
Our second impression—very likely
the true one—was that it is a somewhat veiled expression of relief felt
by the brother that the discussion had
come to an end. And possibly it carried with it a mild rebuke for having
published the articles at all. Well, our
brother will now perhaps have to exercise a little more patience over one
more article as a postscript to that discussion by Bro. Bossier. It is one
more proof that, different men think
very differently—that there are "many
men of many minds." And so we all
have opportunity to exercise the grace
of forbearance and more fully realize
that our oneness is alone in Jesus
Christ "who of God is made unto us
wisdom and righteousness and sanctification and redemption
He that
glorieth let him glory in the Lord."
(I. Cor. 1:30, 31.)
We are requested to say what is
meant by "informal ballot.." We may
not understand it sufficiently to define
it technically, and will state simply and
briefly what, we thinK, Conference
had in mind as concerns its application
in the organizing of Conference. The
end sought is that the presiding
moderator or moderators have a clear
majority of all the votes of the organizing body. There will be an election
held as usual each member voting for
one person. Then selecting the three
who have the highest number of votes
they become the nominees, and again
each member votes for one of the
three. The one who has a clear majority of all the votes is then declared
elected as moderator. The other two
will be first and second assistants, according to the number of votes each
has, the one with the highest number
of votes being first. Of course there
is a possibility that in the first balloting
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for the nominees none may have a
clear majority of all the votes. In
such an event the balloting would have
to be repeated.
We assume it as a fact that sectional feeling does not obtain to any
appreciable extent in any part of the
Brotherhood, and we may charitably
attribute any failure of coming up to
the help of the Lord by 'the brethren
in anv section of the territory of the
church to an oversight rather than
sectionalism or indifference. However it seems a little strange that 'so
far there has been no response to the
appeal of the Trustees of the Toronto, Ont., Mission for help to cancel the debt on the Mission property,
from this side of the international
boundary. It is a fact that Canada
districts have not been remiss in their
duties on this line when the need was
on the United States side, and it would
be only brotherly, and help to stimulate fellowship, if generous donations
would speedily find their way across
the boundary line. It will be seen in
Bro. Heise's report elsewhere in this
issue that over five hundred dollars
are yet needed to cancel the debt.
In answer to a Canadian brother's
inquiry, and for the benefit of all concerned, we make the following statement re postage on papers going to
Canada. The Publication Board has
not increased the subscription rates to
Canada subscribers. The postage to
Canada is about four times as much
as it was a few years ago, so it will
be seen that the VISITOR is out the
amount of the increase. Some Canadian subscribers very generously send
us twenty-five cents extra for which
the VISITOR thanks them. Others
don't and the VISITOR goes to them at
the old price. Until the Board says
otherwise the matter rests with Canadian subscribers whether they will
help to bear the extra postage or not.
The New Scofleld Reference Bible.

In our last issue we very briefly
called attention to this new edition of
the Bible, now about ready to be issued, which contains important features not found in any other. No matter what Bible you have you will want
this for your study table. The prices
range from $2.00 to $5.00 according
to binding. The India paper edition
costs from $6.50 to $10.00. We will
be glad to send circulars to prospective buyers.
•» .
(Editorial concluded on page io, column 2.)

The Church Hymnal.
The Church Hymnal is ready for
distribution. It is a neat and' substantial book. It has been pronounced by
Hymnal Publishers to be one of the
best Hymnals published. About onehalf are new selections, and these, together with some of the most reliable
old standard hymns, all of which, with
a few exceptions are set to music.
The paper is of the best book quality.
The type is very clear and readable.
The selections are intended to meet all
requirements for Christian worship.
Special care was taken not to admit
any hymns with objectionable expressions, as to doctrine, etc. The book is
bound in neat greenish cloth,and black
morocco; the cloth binding should sell
for sixty cents, postage not included.
The leather binding is not quite finished, but will cost from between
seventy-five cents and a dollar. There
are about 500 copies that contain an
appendix of about 42 German hymns,
which will cost about seventy-five
cents.
It is a very serviceable book
and it cannot be compared to books
that are published for less money on
account of the material used and the
hymn selection which it contains. It
is only a book; but the compilation and
publication of the same will be an important epoch in the annals of the
church in the advancement of the
cause of saving souls.
All orders should be addressed to
M. L. Hoffman, Abilene, Kansas, or
S. R. Smith, 46 N. Twelfth street,
Harrisburg, Pa,
Church Letter Heads and Envelopes.

The church letter heads and envelopes as authorized by General Conference are now ready for distribution
at the following prices:
There are three sizes of envelopes
of good quality paper, which will cost
twenty cents per hundred and three
sizes of letter heads, single sheets
ruled, which will cost twenty and
twenty-two cents per hundred, postage included, bound in tablets of one
hundred sheets each. Orders should
be

addressed to
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office, Harrisburg, Pa.

We regret that by an oversight the
article on our first page in last issue
entitled, "The Religious Character of
Lincoln," went in without proper
credit. It was an editorial by Dr.
Forney in the "Church Advocate."
Our explanation and apology is due
Dr. Forney.
•» •
"There is no prayer without praise.'
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sister for remembering the work. T h e
Lord surely supplies our needs if we trust
IN THE
him. Glory to his name. W e also reHOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS
ceived a barrel and a box of clothing. W e
thank the brethren and sisters for their
kindness. W e also thank the Lord that
Addresses of Missionaries.
there are still some who remember the
Africa.
Lord's work. I t seems so many people are
H. P. and Grace Steigerwald, Matopo so careless about their souls. T h e people
Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa.
in these days run after pride and the pleasH . Frances Davidson, Adda G. Engle,
ures of this world. O how sad it is to live
Myron Taylor, Jesse and Dorcia Wenger,
a careless life. O let us take heed and -be
Choma, N . W . Rhodesia, South Africa.
up and a-do'ing in the Master's service.
Harvey J. and Emma Frey, Elizabeth
Our desire is t o shine for him that those
Engle, Mtshabezi Mission; Levi and Sallie
who are around us may see that we have a
Doner, Mapane Mission, Gwanda, RhoChrist within; the one that is with us at all
desia, South Africa,
times even when people talk things about
T h e following a r e not under the F . M. B . :
us that are not t r u e ; praise the Lord. W e
Jesse R. and Malinda Eyster, Moderfonhave one to look to who is higher than t h e
tein P . O. (Intokozo Training School), via
Zurfontein, Transvaal, South Africa.
people. Glory to his name. Remember us
Isaac O. and A. Alice Lehman, B o x 116, in your prayer.
Fordsburg, Transvaal, South Africa.
ABRAHAM K. LANDIS AND W i r e .

NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITY

India.
A. L., Mrs. A. L. and Ezra Musser, Maggie Landis, No. 6 Sudder Bazaar, Dilkushi, Lucknow, India.

309 W. Norris

St.,

Philadelphia.

WAINFLEET, ONT.—Greeting in Jesus'
name. On January 4th, Elder B. F . Hoover, of Mansfield, O., came to Wainfleet and
T h e following are not under the F. M. B . :
commenced meetings in Jesus' name. T h e
D. W. and Mrs. D. W. Zook, Sripat,
meetings continued with increasing interPurunia, Bankura district, Bengal, India.
est, conviction came upon the people, and
J. H. and Anna
Sparrow,
Raghunathpur P. 0 . , Manbhoom district, India. bless the L o r d ! H i s saints were edified
Elmina Hoffman, Kedgaon, Poona Dist., and encouraged to seek after the lost ones.
Ramabai Home, India.
Truly souls were convicted to seek t h e
Mrs. Fannie Fuller, Gowalia, Tank Road,
Lord. Some confessed out and found parBombay, India.
don and peace others renewed their coveCentral
America.
nant with t h e Lord, according t o Eph. 2 :
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cassel, San Marcos,
6, 7, 8. Bless the Lord for these refreshGuatemala, C. A.
ing showers! There were about thirty-five
• m•
came to the altar seeking the Lord and I
Our City Missions.
believe the most of them found peace.
Philadelphia, 3423 N. Second street, in About twenty-eight were received in church
charge of Brother Peter Stover and Sister
fellowship by the right hand of welcome.
Stover.
On Lord's Day, January 17th, an ordiPhiladelphia Branch Mission, 309 W.
Norris street. In charge of Bro. and Sr. nance service was held, when Brother LaA. K. Landis.
fayette Shoalts received ordination to the
Buffalo, N. Y., Mission, 25 Hawley
ministry and also Brother Webster Burtch
street, in charge of Brother George W h i s - as a home mission worker. Sister Shoalts
ler and Sister Effie Whisler.
Chicago Mission, 5956 Peoria street. In joined her husband in the ordination, but
sister Burtch not being present, will recharge of Sister Sarah Bert, Bro. B. I.
Brubaker and Sister Nancy Shirk.
ceive recognition at some other time.
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, 737 Ninth
This was a very precious day to the
street. Church, Thirteenth and Univerchurch. Truly the Lord was in our midst
sity Ave. In charge of Eld. J. R. and
in loving, melting power to one and all.
Sister Anna Zook.
He blessed this service. Praise H i s preJabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in
cious name for H i s holy presence! T h e
charge of A. L. and Anna Eisenhower.
Toronto, Ont., Mission in charge of Web- interest was good throughout the meetings,
ster and Martha Burtch, 855 Lansdowne ave. three came to the altar the last meeting.
T h e meetings closed January 31, with vicLove Feast.
tory in Jesus'. name. Truly the harvest is
great and many sheaves are not gathered in
The Brethren of the Rapho dist., Lanyet. P r a y t h a t the Lord of the harvest send
caster county, will hold their annual love
out more laborers in his vineyard. Truly
feast at the Mt. Pleasant M. H., near Mt.
the coming of the Lord draweth nigh!
Joy, May 6 and 7.
• m •
Let all pray that those who have turned
PHILADELPHIA BRANCH M I S S I O N . — D e a r
to the Lord may be kept faithful.
readers of the VISITOR, greeting in the preYours in H i m ,
cious name of Jesus. W e are encouraged
JAMES PUTMAN.
in the service of the Lord.
Although
Forks Road, Ont.
trials and tests are our portion yet Jesus is
TORONTO, O N T . , M I S S I O N . — T O t h e Brethwith us and helps us through it all. This
ren and Sisters, greeting: No doubt you
verse is a comfort to us, " T h e Lord is my
read in the VISITOR of January 1st of Bro.
strength and my shield; my heart trusted
and Sister Hoover giving the work over
in him and I am helped therefore my heart
at the Mission to the Trustees, as they
greatly rejoiceth: and with my song will
I praise him." ( P s a l m 28:7). Praise t h e were expecting to spend some time in evangelistic work, and that the Brethren made
Lord that we can be comforted if we read
a call for workers at the Mission. Of
God's word.
course, we knew of the need but being tied
W e received five dollars from a brother;
up hard in the grocery business at the time,
also one dollar from another brother, and
it requiring all of our time and strength to
t h e Lord also sent us ten dollars through
attend to the business, yet as the call for
some brothers and sisters. May the dear
mission work had rested upon us for over
Lord abundantly bless the brothers and
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three years we wrote at once to the Committee, saying we would sell out and undertake the work, the Lord helping us. God
has blessed us in temporal things since the
day of our conversion. This often appears
wonderful to us. H e sent us buyers for our
business here again, just the minute we
were ready to sell out. Praise H i m . H e
knows where o u r treasures lie. H i s word
says, there will our hearts be also. So we
sold out at once, and the Committee Brethren came and secured a house for us quite
close to the Mission. W e have moved and
are nicely settled at this writing. Being
total strangers in this part of the city, we
need tact, wisdom and perseverance to
start in the work here. W e miss Brother
and Sister Hoover very much, and are
anxiously awaiting their return. W e have
quite a nice Sunday-school—about 30 to
40 scholars. W e a r e in need of more teachers in the Sunday-school, but we are looking forward and expecting that some help
will come our way soon. W e have plenty
of room and any of the saints coming to
Toronto or passing this way will be made
welcome. T o find us, take a Yonge street
car and transfer to a Carlton car running
out Lansdowne ave and get off at Wallace
avenue, nearly opposite our door.
Pray
for us and the work here. Any wishing to
share in this work can do so. W e are instructed to receive any contributions for
the same, and we will give a report through
the VISITOR at the end of the month of all

receipts and expenditures.
Yours in H i m .
WEBSTER AND M A R T H A BURTCH.

February

855 Lansdowne Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.
17, 1909.

CARLAND, M I C H . — W e greet you in Jesus'
name. Amen. According to an announcement, we commenced meetings on the evening of Janpary 10, and closed on the evening of February 7. On Monday evening,
January 11, Bro. and Sister T. A. Long arrived and were with us, Bro. Long remaining until February 2, when he returned to Nappanee, Ind. Bro. and Sister
Long had been laboring in Indiana before
coming to Carland.
While we feel to praise God for his
presence during our meetings, still we
would have been pleased to see more precious souls saved. Our dear Bro. Long
preached the word with power, and I believe many who attended the meetings, will
say with me, that deep impressions were
made, which will not soon be forgotten.
W e also had with us, Sister Snell, from
the Elmer class, and Bro. and Sister McClunge from Snover, Mich. May the Lord
bles those dear ones ,for the interest manifested in our meetings. One brother who
had been on back ground, and not holding
with the church, was made t o see his condition, came out and confessed his sin, and
asked forgiveness. One mother from t h e
state of Ohio, who during our meetings
was visiting relatives in this section of
Michigan, became convicted and sought t h e
Lord, and claimed t o have found him precious. ( S h e once enjoyed peace but had
fallen away).
One young man a stranger to all, was
travelling through the country, stopped over
night and came to the meeting. H e was
one of the unfortunate ones, his mother
died when he was three years of age, his
father when he was seven, and he was
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thrown out into the cold world to care for
himself; thus he has seen much of this
world's sin. W h e n we first spoke to him
about his soul, he appeared quite hard,
an said, he had not been inside of a church
for ten years. Notwithstanding the Spirit
convicted him and he took a stand on the
Lord's side, and is still remaining true,
yet not without many severe temptations
as he had formed many harmful habits
among them is cigarette smoking, and using
of tobacco. H e burned his tobacco.
Dear brethren, let us be examples for the
young. Also two of our little girls also expressed a desire to be Christians.
This young man has decided to remain in
this community, and expresses a strong desire to continue in God's service. Dear
readers, will you pray earnestly for all those
dear ones and also for the work at Carland?
Your brother,
JONATHAN

R. F. D. No. 8, Ozvosso,
DONEGAL

DISTRICT ,

LYONS.

Mich.

PA.—A

series

of

meetings was started at Crossroads on
•Sunday evening, January 24. These meetings were conducted by Bro. C. N. H o s tetter, of Manor, Pequea District, who held
forth the word of God in love and with
power.
T h e attendance in general was
good and the saints were revived and encouraged. Deep convictions took hold of
the unsaved and seven made a start for
glory and happiness. Our earnest prayer
is that those who have started may dig deep
so that they may be rooted and grounded
upon the solid Rock, Christ Jesus, and that
many more may yet turn while they have
an opportunity. T h e meetings were closed
Tuesday evening, February 9. May God
receive much glory and praise from these
meetings.
Amen.
COR.
MONTGOMERY

M. H.,

SOUTH

FRANKLIN

DISTRICT.—Dear brother editor, I herewith
report a week's meeting in our neighborhood conducted by Elder Isaac Stern, of
Morrison's Cove. T h e meeting will be
long remembered because of the interest
manifested by the people both in attending
and in testifying for the Lord, Bro. Stern
was full of the Spirit and so broke the
bread of life to t h e people. May God bless
Bro. Stern for his visit.
C. S. LESHER.

1

DISTRICT COUNCIL.—The Rapho Brethren

of Lancaster county, Pa., held their Annual District Council at t h e Mt. Pleasant
M. H . on February 11, 1909. T h e meeting was well attended by both brethren and
sisters of the district and also from adjourning districts. W e are glad to note
that while many questions were presented
for consideration yet love and unity prevailed. W e hope work was done which
will prove a blessing to the district in days
to come.

BRO.

S.

ALLEN B. BRUBAKER.

G.

ENGLE

WITH

labors were fruitful, and the Lord blessed
the meetings.
At the Bethel meeting only two young
men came to the altar for prayer. At Zion
and Abilene t h e r e . was more of a stir
among the people. A t Abilene one evening
there were fourteen at the altar, mostly
young men who had never made a profession. It was surely a grand sight t o see
those young men trying to get right with
God. A t nearly every meeting at Abilene
there were a few souls at the altar, to its
close. Some brethren and sisters came to
the altar to seek the deeper things of God:
others saw they had back-slid, and did the
first works over, making restitution.
W e pray that none may stop short of a
real work of regeneration wrought out in
their hearts.
Bro. Engle magnified the Christ, and the
blood, and showed the possibilities of grace,
possibly, in rather a new way which could
not help but make people hungry. H e also
gave impressive warning to the church to
walk in the light which is shining in this
our day, and not unconsciously drift into
the awful delusions. More could be said,
but our God is keeping the records of the
meetings and we are satisfied only so that
he gets all the glory. Amen.
COR.

•» •
A V I S I T TO PENNSYLVANIA.—By the help

of God I wish to give a short sketch of my
visit to Pennsylvania, to the readers of t h e .
VISITOR.

I left my home at Weilersville, Ohio, October 30, 1908, and reached Philadelphia,
Pa., at 7.00 o'clock the next morning. I
then spent a few hours at the Mission, then
I went to Souderton where I had sweet
fellowship with the saints in the capacity
of a lovefeast. On November I, 1908, I
went to Silverdale to hold a protracted
meeting there, a report of which has been
given at different times in the VISITOR as
also of the Souderton meeting. After a
stay of five weeks I went from there to the
Scippack church and remained one week;
then one night at the Philadelphia Mission,
then to Strasburg, where I remained t w o
weeks ;then to the Manor meeting house
where I also labored two weeks. Then one
night at the Cross Roads meeting house
and from, there to Reichs' meeting house
where I stayed two weeks, less one day.
From there I came to Harrisburg for one
night, then to Martinsburg two weeks less
one day. Then on my way home I stopped
in Canton, Ohio, one week, then home, arriving at Weilersville on February 16,
1909, after being absent three months and
sixteen days. During this time I only
missed t w o nights that I was not at meeting.
Every Sunday two and sometimes
three meetings were held and in all these
meetings we felt the power of God upon us
and quite a number made a start for the
kingdom.
My prayer is that they may
work on until they find the Lord Jesus to
the full joy of their hearts, and may o u r
Father in heaven get all the glory forever
more.

THE KANSAS

C H U R C H E S . — B r o . S. G. E n g l e left his h o m e
in Philadelphia, Pa., on December 3, 1908,
to engage in evangelistic work in Kansas.
H e labored with us very faithfully for two
months.
H e preached in six different
churches, and held three protracted meetings in three of the churches—Bethel, Zion,
and Abilene—continuing two weeks and
over at each place. H e labored very earnestly, the Holy Spirit helping him. H i s

I will yet say, may the God of heaven
bless every kind word and act that was
shown to his unworthy servant while on
this journey.
O u r loved ones at home
were also remembered which I think is
much needed when the servant is out in the
field of labor and the side companion has
the duties of the home resting upon her.
How it cheers her heart when she gets
letters of encouragement, especially when

verse 27 of the first chapter of James is so
much neglected as it is in these days of
hurry and worry. Hoping the good Lord
may keep us all faithful unto the day of
his coming is the prayer and wish of your
brother

in Christ,

Weilersville,

JOHN

H.

SMITH.

Ohio.
On O u r M i s s i o n .

To the readers of the VISITOR : Being
sent out by the Canada Mission Board, we
left our home in Toronto, Ont., on J a n uary 2, 1909. W e arrived at Stayner at
noon and found entertainment in the home
of Brother Brillinger, and in the evening
we were taken to brother A. Doner's, where
we stayed over night. Next morning, Sunday, we attended service at the second line
meeting-house. T h e Lord
was present
with us. W e were entertained at dinner at
brother McTaggart's and were glad to meet
them once more, and also their son and
his wife. F r o m here we were taken to
brother Josephus Baker's home and thence
to the sixth line meeting-house for evening service. H e r e the meetings were continued for two weeks and three nights,
with good success. T h e Lord blessed our
labors, one evening there were some sixteen forward for prayer at one time, mostly young people.
W e visited all the members as far as
we know in this neighborhood and several
neighbors.
Quite a number
requested
prayer. While here we made our home
with Elder Charles Baker, who also took
great interest in the meeting. W e found
the brethren and sisters at this place
earnest and zealous in the faith.
Prayer-meetings were held in the afternoon in the brethren's homes. All of these
meetings were well attended and good interest prevailed. Saints rejoiced and sinners were saved. W e visited a great
many homes, and the purpose of many is
to go all t h e way with Jesus. May t h e
Lord bless those young converts, and also
those mothers that started in the good
work.
A very interesting prayer-meeting was
held at the home of brother and sister
Huth. T w o weeks later sister H u t h w a s
laid into her grave. W e were called there
to preach her funeral sermon. She enjoyed the prayer-meeting very much, praising
God for the good meeting—the last one on
earth for her.
Upon the whole the meeting was a success, at both the sixth line and the second
line. W e had meeting at the second line
nearly two weeks, and several came forward for prayer. One night nine or ten
were forward. Several rose up. But God
only knows how many will prove faithful!
W e found kind-hearted brethren and sisters
in these parts with whom we felt much at
home. May God bless them all! W e also
visited Collingwood, and remained over
night at Brother Ditson's and visited all t h e
brethren in that place.
W e also called on brother Baker's at
Nottawa, and visited the pilgrims in Stayner. There was good attendance in all o u r
meetings. Special children's meeting w a s
held two nights, and were well attended.
May God bless the children!
From here we went t o Fordwich, Ont.,
in brother John Reichard's district. W e
were met at the station by brother Reichard
(Continued on page 12.)
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Nearer H o m e .
O'er the hills the sun is setting,
And the eve is drawing on;
Slowiy drops the gentle twilight,
For another day is gone.
Gone for aye, its race is over,
Soon the darker shades will come,
Still it's sweet to know at even
We are one day nearer home.
One day nearer, sings the sailor
As he glides the waters o'er,
While the light is softly fading
On his distant native shore.
T h u s the Christian, on life's ocean,
As his light boat cuts the foam,
In the evening cries with rapture,
I am one day nearer home.
W o r n and weary, oft the pilgrim
Hails the setting of the sun,
For the goal is one day nearer,
And his journey nearly done.
Thus we feel, when o'er life's desert,
H e a r t and sandal worn, we roam,
As the twilight gathers o'er us,
We are one day nearer home.
Nearer home! yes, one day nearer
T o our Father's house on high,
T o the green fields and the fountains
Of the land beyond the sky.
For the heavens grow brighter o'er us,
And the lamps hang in the dome,
And our tents are pitched still closer,
For we're one day nearer home.
—Author Unknown.
—Selected by W. R.
Smith.
For

the
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A N e w Mission.
A

MINISTER.

Dear Editor: May grace and peace
be to you and yours. While reading
the EVANGBUCAIV VISITOR, of December 15, we saw among your editorials
a reference to "an Ohio sister" relative to elders and ministers in the
Brotherhood writing good, warmhearted, simple, plain, wholesome, encouraging articles for the VISITOR, for
"the benefit of those who have not the
privilege of attending the meetings
for worship." We suppose it does not
matter who the sister was. But it is
the request itself, together with the
reasonable principle therein involved,
that now ought to be seriously considered.
In another editorial on the same
page, you speak of "true meekness and
lowliness of heart." This is truly a
lovely attitude we would do well to
observe, when trying to reach a great
and generous public, through the
agency of the press. We have even
thought, that though the editor ought
always to have the writer's name as
an evidence of good faith; yet to parade his name in large letters at the
close of every little article does certainly not manifest that lovely grace
so characteristic in your expression.
While it may at times be necessary,
yet the unnecessary indulgence in that
direction will certainly tend to "draw"
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the reader toward him, rather than toward God. (John 12:32.)
"Open confession is good for the
soul." We do not know how many
will have to "plead guilty" to the
charge "that they saw these requests
in your editorials from time to time."
It would certainly seem strange to
criticise the editor from time to time
for inserting so many "selections" so
long as these requests go unheeded.
We can not do otherwise than acknowledge now and here, that we have
often seen these requests in the past,
and also had convictions in that direction, as well as seeing a wide field of
opportunity for usefulness through
the agency of the VISITOR, which
makes its timely visits into so many
homes where loved ones, for very
many reasons, are watching and waiting for some kind message of encouragement. But for reasons which we
will not give here, we have allowed
hindrances to prevent until now we
feel it will do no longer. How many
aged pilgrims, as well as many more
in the middle walks of life and even
younger ones, who have the "infirmities" of life, and do not expect to ever
get very far away from home, are now
longing for some kind message either
written or spoken. And if some kind
angel would move on the great deep
of someone's heart to write some kind
message that is just beaming over with
the love and goodness of God, how it
would encourage and strengthen their
hearts, while they tarry yet a little
longer. How many who are dead and
gone, have been perhaps too much
neglected in this respect. And now
perhaps we are hoping that they have
outridden all the storms of life, and
have been safely gathered home. But
what about the many who have been
more interested in other things and
have neglected these all important
matters? What must the end be?
Who will close his heart and hand
any longer? The old poet has well
said:
"There are old and forsaken who
linger a while
In homes which their dear ones
have left,
A few gentle zvords, or a look or a
smile,
May cheer their sad spirits bereft."
St. James 1127 certainly speaks
well. Although God has always had a
people active on this line, yet there is
certainly wide room for improvement. The noblest writers of our day
speak of the intense tension in all natural lines of life, of the present, as a
'mad rush,'- and in the religious ele-
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ment of our time, we discover, in a
sense, something of the same nature.
Whereas the true service of Christ is
"a reasonable service." (Rom. 12:1.)
As in the natural, so in the spiritual—
men are being "rushed" into things of
all kinds without taking time to "consider"—and this is being done regardless of the fearful things that are
being brought about for time—to say
nothing about eternity. Ages ago the
Lord said "my people doth not consider." (Isa. 1:3.) To "consider"
fully, is "to meditate upon." (II.
Titus 2 :y.) This cannot be completed
in a moment. In the days of Noe, the
people did not "consider." "As it was
in the days of Noe, so shall it be in
the days of the coming of the Son of
Man." (Matt. 24:36 to 42.) So much
for the "signs of the times."
Thus many, after the "things of this
life" in their great zeal, are neglecting
and overlooking many things which
to them personally would be of infinitely more importance. (Matt. 16:26.) Now while the Master "tarries"
a little longer, what should we do?
Here let us contemplate the thought
not only of zeal, but of a misguided
zeal as well. The apostle infers that
certain ones were zealous, but they
were unwise. (Rom. 10:2.) And
even Jehu of old was inclined to parade his zeal. (II. Kings ip:i6.) Is
there any one so inclined now? Here
let us come more in direct contact with
the object of a noble, God-given mission. Let us now contemplate the
thought of going far away from home
to find work, when there are grand
and noble opportunities lying right at
our very doors. It is said that many
years ago there lived a man with a
happy family around him—far away
in Asia. He had all the comforts of
life, but regardless of prayers and
tears of the family, he sold out house
and home and went into a far away
country "to hunt gold/' He lost
everything he had in the world. The
man who bought the old home "opened up" one of the greatest gold mines
in the world. Where are we? (Gen.
3:9.) From Matt. 25:31 to 46, we
learn that mission work does not all
consist in preaching "sermons on repentance." It even indicates that God
wants something more than mere
"talk." He wants the "fruit of holiness" in a more substantial way.
(Rom. 6:22.) So "holiness" leads to
material as well as spoken or even
spiritual things.
Thus we may be in great danger of
"overlooking" things of great importance right at our very doors, while we
are looking far away for other things.

•
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To-day, as ever, the "powers of darkn e s s " a r e arrayed against t h e "powers
of light" a n d therefore true Christianity is a warfare. ( I . T i m . 6 : 1 2 ;
Eph. 6:16, etc.) I n time of war, m e n
are careful not only to gain new territory, but to safely guard that which
they have already taken. T o violate
•or ignore this principle is to bring disaster to their own cause. N o society
•can work its own spiritual decline and
downfall quicker than to neglect its
"aged," its "poor," its "afflicted," etc.
Largely because the so-called religious
world has failed t o bear the "fruit of
holiness" in this direction—the world
•of to-day has its multiplied thousands
who are connected with secret societies. So now w e can see "in p a r t "
what the judgment of this body will
be.
Can we understand?
(Luke
16:8.) There is a possibility of doing
•or leaving things undone, unconsciously ( J e r . 5:21), b u t judgment
will fall just the same. ( M a t t . 25:41
to 46.) W r i t i n g and talking will not
avail. God wants "work." H e wants
it 'now." ( I I . Cor. 6:2.) Ordinarily
nothing of any far-reaching importance will be done unless the L o r d himself first lays the matter "heavy" on
someone's heart, w h o in turn will
bring the matter before a "great a n d
generous public" in such a w a y as to
m a k e it very effective, and this by "divine direction." A n d thus hearts,
ready and anxious and willing, are enabled t o see things right at their door,
which they h a d never seen before, affording great blessing for time and
eternity, both for the giver and r e ceiver.
This is a missionary age as never
before. Missionaries have gone out
into every corner of the earth. May
the God of all grace be with them a n d
sustain in the darkest hour. A r e
there not yet many more noble hearts
that will yet be consecrated to a noble
work right at their own door. This
does not mean a financial burden on
the Brotherhood, b u t it may mean an
increased burden on many hearts, for
the aged, the afflicted, both old and
young, the oppressed, the downcast,
the broken-hearted, the sick and dying
that can be found in almost any community, w h o are fast slipping down
toward t h e grave and will soon bid
farewell t o all this world.
O h that many hearts may become
" t e n d e r " and susceptible to some divine impression, and thus be made t o
blossom as the Rose of Sharon. ( S o n g
of Solomon 2:1.)
If the L o r d so will we will come
again and speak of "foundation principles." W e realize that God only
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can "give the increase." W e close in
the language of Psalm 3 9 : 3 .
P r a y for us. ( I . Thes. 5:25.)
Preach t h e Whole Gospel.
Mark 2 : 2 : H e preached the word to
them.
W h o preached.? W a s it not Christ ?
Yes, it w a s Christ. " A n d they went
forth everywhere, the L o r d working
with them and confirming the word
with signs following." A m e n !
W h a t is the reason that so much of
the preaching of to-day is no good?
The preaching of the cross is foolishness to the people in these days. L e t
every one preach Christ and him crucified, then people will also learn to be
crucified. I I . T i m . 4 : 2 : "Preach the
word, be instant in season, out of season ; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all
long-suffering and doctrine." H o w
glad and thankful we can be for the
Bible; that w e can see what is right
and what is wrong. W e hear preachers say they don't believe God knows
when the world will come to an end.
Does not our God know all things?
Do w e not believe that our God is an
all-seeing a n d a n all-knowing God?
Yes. H e will find out our sins. W e
cannot hide them from him. N o r will
we want to hide any from him w h o
knoweth the secrets of our hearts.
H o w necessary it is for us to search
the word of God for ourselves, so we
do not only listen to the preachers, b u t
that we know that " T h u s saith the
Lord." H o w sad it must be if a m a n
preaches to others and becomes a castaway himself! I feel w e should pray
much for the preachers. So many
are afraid to preach the whole counsel of God. W e are to abstain from
all appearance of evil. T h a t brings
many warnings of the wrong-doings
of the day, the foolish talking and
jesting, and, "lie not one to another. '
H o w many do that very t h i n g ! T h e n
the awful pride with which people
decorate their bodies. H o w little people think of t h e thorny crown our
Jesus wore. H o w can people who
name the name of Jesus, wear their
hair as they d o ? God have mercy on
the preachers who are not willing to
be instant in season and o u t of season!
Preachers, take courage, preach the
word. Be right with God yourself.
Sometimes people wonder that God
does not bless their efforts in protracted efforts. Perhaps there is an
Achan in t h e camp, and the preacher
knows it a n d the people in the neighborhood know it, and therefore God
is not honored a n d cannot be glorified. Oh that men would get right
with G o d ! W e are in perilous times

and we see the day approaching. L e t
u s wake u p a n d be ready for the coming of the Lord. W e i m d some people so worldly, they appear to have
no time for t h e Lord. Seemingly all
that God has blessed them with is for
themselves and their children. I wonder if they ever search the word or
read the tithing Scriptures, or about
not robbing God. I heard a brother
say not long a g o : "If I had what I
lost I could do much more for t h e
L o r d . " Yes, that has been the way
with many a poor sold w h o did not
give the Lord his portion, but gave it
to m a n t o save and then lost it, when
God promises an hundredfold in this
world a n d in the world to come life
everlasting. I think we should know
our Bibles better. Amen.
A Mild Reproof.
In the V I S I T O R of F e b r u a r y 1, in a

Mission report from Brother
Peter
Stover occur the following expressions : " W e had a real Pentecost.
There were tears enough flowing t o
wash feet."
I dearly love Brother
Stover, having met him once in Ohio,
and have also a high appreciation of
his faithful labors. N o t as a critic
but as a loving brother may I be allowed to correct the expressions
noted, and I , a m sure the brother will
take it in love, a n d if he feels it his
duty to withdraw them, he is humble
enough to do so.
" W e h a d a real Pentecost." First.
May I ask, were you "all with one
accord in one place?" W a s it the
proper tim$ of P e n t e c o s t ? . W a s there
the sound as of a rushing mighty
wind? D i d it fill all the place where
you were
sitting?
Did "cloven
tongues as of fire" rest on each of
you? D i d you speak with tongues as
the Spirit gave utterance? If not it
was not a REAL Pentecost.

Pentecost, properly speaking, will
never recur.
T h e giving of the law
on Mount Sinai was never
repeated.
T h e g r a n d opening of the gospel dispensation requires no repetition for
obvious reasons. One incarnation,
one offering, once for all, one resurrection, one ascension to the right
hand of God, and finally one Pentecost. T h e n the Holy Spirit dispensation launched forth fully equipped for
the salvation of m e n till Jesus comes
again. This is an entirely different
thing from the infilling of the Spirit,
of the individual, the gift of the Spirit,
etc., etc. Of what utility would it be
for you American people to make
your Declaration of Independence
over again ? T r u e , you commemorate
it every F o u r t h of July, and so does
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the church Whitsunday. I have been
grieved again and again at the
thoughtless and unscriptural manner
in which many reports and statements
are made. Those who object to these
misapplied terms and (to us) irreverent applications of the same, are regarded as lacking in . spirituality.
However, they see the wreck and
ruin that has followed some of these
so-called Pentecostal movements in
the past. Not that I have any idea
that the meeting reported was out of
order, far from it, but we all know of
others that were, and were called real
Pentecosts. What were the results?
Divisions, wrecked churches and individual experiences, and the priceless
loss of public confidence in the church.
The next expression is decidedly
?mpentecostal in form, however suitable to the occurrence. I do love to
see tears flowing. I can understand
holy weepmgj even if I cannot, holy
laughing; but has not the dear brother
made a mistake in quantity of tears
shed ? I fear he has, as it would take
about a couple of gallons to wash feet.
This quantity would have effectually
dampened the whole floor of the
chapel. I don't say this by way of
ridicule, but in a common sense
analysis of it, and as the VISITOR goes
into the hands of the unconverted, I
know many will be shocKed in reading it.
Brother Stover will, I hope, remember this admonition is not alone for
him, but for "all whom it may concern," myself included. A certain
person in a certain church used to so
freely exaggerate that the church officers admonished him solemnly about
it. He humbly confessed his failing
and said, "Yes, brethren its true, and
I have shed barrels of tears over it."
I admit the Psalmist also paints a
highly colored picture when he says,
"Rivers of water run from mine
eyes," etc. This was an Eastern mode
of expression and written long before
Pentecost. This is written entirely in
love and to benefit all who read.
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A Few Conservative, Important Points
and Hints on Hygiene.
J. MYERS BOSLER.

Reforms are very slow, yet very
sure. Health reforms are however
faster and more astounding by a
hundred fold than what many Christians surmise. Many devoted hygienists are cutting out many modern
methods of the culinary art, as well as
many articles questionable for food,
and are actually living above the reproach of feebleness and disease.
Since sickness is atoned for, it should
exist no more than sin. Disorders
and fevers by adverse unavoidable
conditions is the only exception.
We appeal again to the healthfulness and simplicity of Bible menus.
If honest appeals to health and
economy will not cause people to give
up such harmful food-stuffs as pork,
pastries, sweets and condiments, how
could they relish without dissatisfaction the diet given to the five, and
seven thousand, and also to the Israelites, and to Elijah?
The time and energy saved by
mothers and cooks by following
scriptural outlines, and devoted unto
edification of the inner-man is extremely note-worthy.
The toy-makers of Black Forest,
Germany, are no doubt happier and
healthier on wages of seven and nine
cents per day, and have more time for
spiritual devotion, than those living
on high American wages, and boundless luxury.
What more can many housekeepers
say of their life-work, than that they
kept a sumptuous table replenished,
and a super-large house tidy, clean
and spotless?
What time, what energies, what
opportunities, what blessings, what
money is misspent, yea, more than
lost, by non-conformity to the holy
laws of this mortal body.
It is authentically stated that many
billions are spent every year in conseE. ELLIOTT.
quence of violated law.
Dr. W. H. Wiley, chief chemist,
(Editor's Note.—We would have
Department
of Agriculture, D. C ,
been better satisfied if the personal
said
in
a
lecture,
given in Canton, O.,
element could have been eliminated
lately,
that
doctors
should be paid by
from the above. It is well that we
government,
to
keep
the people well,
should be admonished in regard to
instead
of
trying
to
cure
the sick. "A
any extravagant expressions and restitch
in
time
saves
nine."
"An ounce
ports, and it is in this sense that we
of
prevention
is
worth
a
pound of
admit Bro. Elliott's criticism. Bro.
cure."
Many
think
because
they were
Stover will however be able to point'
never
sick
of
any
note,
that
being
to one instance where feet were washscrupulous
in
health
measures
is
sureed (bathed) with tears in Luke 7:38.)
ly useless. Nevertheless the penalty
•m •
"Happiness is a by-product of help- must be paid. In some cases it may
take years before the accumulation of

fulness."
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poisons, and the tax on nerve force,
will bring a break-down. What a
man sows, he reaps.
We state nothing rashly. Havinglived for about six years on the twomeal-a-day regime very strictly, we,
despite of all, suffered a break-down
of the stomach. By much research
and experiment we ascertained cause
and cure. We have learned a thing
or two. Have received by considerable expense, and painful experiments,
much confirmation as to the worth of
much of the hygienic teaching. Alsosuffering from
youthful,
secret,,
sexual vices, we ascertained some
knowledge as to what foods affect and
fire the sexual passion. Very few
children can escape the vicious habit
so very common to the rising generations (much more common thanmany parents think), unless they are
safe-guarded by proper diet. Parents
closely prove this true. Sweets, condiments, stimulants, irritants, drugs,,
narcotics, opiates, coffee, tea (store
tea), pies, cakes, should all be studiously avoided. Meat and butter and
eggs are questionable, especially for
those of sensitive natures. Let any of
doubtful mind experiment with the
above on their own body. Frying is.
very poor cookery, very harmful. Let
the frying pan be quickly replaced by
a soap-stone and an aluminum griddle. With these instruments foodstuffs can be toasted very desirable,
without any indigestible grease or oil..
Whether or not we know, the frying
pan has been put away by many.
Many also would not sin against their
body by indulging in unnecessary
pies, rich cakes and the like. The
lower, the animal nature, of man predominates surely, when anything
harmful is eaten by choice, because of
pleasure to a perverted palate. This
is commendable, even apart from salyation.
Every hygienic household needs a
five-dollar water distill, toasting griddles—both soapstone and aluminum,
also a five-dollar kitchen grist mill to.
grind nuts, meals and rice flour as
they are needed. Meal of all kinds becomes stale, as well as deteriorates
from the time it is ground. Also a
cereal double cooker, and a fireless
cooker. The last named can easily be
made at home. They are a boon to
cookery. They not only save fuel, but
lift a load of watch-care, as well as
give much better results. We recommend highly, aluminum cooking
utensils over granite or tin for cheapness and safety. With proper care
they will last for years, and in the end
are much the cheaper.

f
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The following menu is a few of the
meals, as a sample of practical living,
of a well-to-do farmer family of five.
It shows cost, simplicity and near-to
proper combinations. This
family
saves themselves
much
needless
drudgery in getting and putting away
meals. They are known to be wealthier, happier and healthier for it. T h e y
aim to cook and steam as dry as possible, so all foods will be thoroughly
masticated. As will be seen they use
no sugar or butter; but fruit and olive
oil instead.

f
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(1) Breakfast—(a) whole wheat bread.
lib, 3c; hone}', ioc worth; fruit, apples,
5c; total, 18c.
(b) Hominy, lit), 2l/2c; itb dates, 7c;
I qt. milk, 7c; total, i6^c.
(c) itb wheat soaked 12 hours, then
cooked in tireless cooker, 2c; I qt. milk,
7c; onions roasted, 6c; total, 15c.
(d) Raw rolled oats, 3c; protoids nuts,
15c; total, 18c.
(2) Dinner—(a) toasted mush, 5c;
syrup, 3c; dried fruits of some sort, ioc;
total, 18c.
(b) Bread', 3c; toasted potatoes, 6c;
prunes, 8c; total, 17c.
(c) Bread, 3c; meat, 15c; vegetables, 5c;
total, 23c.
(3) Supper—(a) lib unpolished rice, 6c;
seedless raisins, 8c; total, 14c.
(b) Bread, 3c; honey, ioc; milk, 3j^c;
total, 1&/2C.
(c) Bread, 3c; potatoes, 4c; split peas,
4c; olive oil, ioc; total, 21c.

EVANGELICAL

VISITOR.

Experience.
FRANCES LONG.

W e were again permitted to enter
another year, and we need but a moment's reflection to recall the sorrows
and distress that fill its pages. So if
we shall live the coming year our future is u n k n o w n ; but what it has in
storj for us is probably ours to be experienced. I only do regret that I
did not do more for the cause of
Christ. I often feel myself too unworthy to be called a child of God.
In the sight of God I am nothing; but
he knows my desire is to do his will.
I was led to tell how the Lord drew
me. It was his will I should go with
these despised people. T h e covering
was shown so plainly to me and the
way so narrow. It was only wide
enough for soul and body. I was
stripped of all I formerly loved. By
the help and grace of God I will keep
on this narrow path, for the way is
plain, the path is straight and we our
cross must bear if we would wish to
enter in and have a crown to wear.
Praise the Lord.

I know I should have done more for
Olive oil is used for every breakfast Christ than I have done, but my aim
when neither honey or syrup are used. is to iiave more of Christ in my life,
Rice and seedless raisins constitute and be content with my lot, for, "godnearly every supper. Fsuits are served liness with contentment is great gain."
uncooked. Meats are used only in Were you and I to enjoy all the pleasWinter, then only once or twice a ures of life, and yet not be able to
week. R a w or dried apples start the realize this truth, we would be of all
morning meal generally. Some meals people most miserable. Therefore let
are milk, cornstarch and dry b r e a d ; us as brothers and sisters, strive with
another is bread, 3c; potatoes, 3c; all diligence after that noblest of all
dried beans, 5c.
gifts, for with godliness we shall have
A prominent doctor and editor of a great gain. Better a handful with
medical journal says among many quietness, than both hands full with
other things, that bread and honey vexation of spirit.
(strained) are a perfect food and need
I cannot praise God sufficiently for
nothing more eaten with it. Honey
the manifold blessings he shows toshould be used freely, always strained,
• ward us—far above what we deserve.
however. It costs one-third as much
In times of trial he is my comfort, and
as butter. Is much better. The onein weakness he is my strength. O h for
hundred and sixty-seven dollar-plates
more of that childlike faith. By faith
served at a banquet in New York City
we stand, by patience we endure.
were no more palatable and not nearly
Faith inspires prayer and prayer
as nutritious as one of the above ten
brings courage to the heart. T h a n k
and twenty-cent family meals.
God, though our case is bad it is not
In the interests of the kingdom, and
desperate; though we have wandered
because of love to our neighbors, let's
in the dark we are not left in it; the
live the simple, self-sacrificing
life.
promises
of God are sure.
Ma) 7 creature comforts and
fleshly
" T h e just shall live by faith." I
pleasures fade and die.
am
more tempted than ever in everyCanton, Ohio.
way and manner, but I have more
" I believe in the sacredness of the power to overcome. T h e Lord will
human body, this transient dwelling never suffer us to be tempted beyond
place of a living soul, arid so deem it that we are able to bear. T h e trial of
the duty of every man arid woman to our faith is precious. W e certainly
keep his or her body
beautiful have as much power to believe as we
through right thinking and right liv- have to pray. All things are possible
to him that believeth.
ing."

9
My prayer is that we may lead a
happy Christian life and have nothing
to say but what is to the honor of God.
May I be the means of drawing my
family closer. May we all in time of
trouble and trials look to God for
help, and, as a Christian, fall back on
God's promises. I want to trust that
he will be able to make us perfect in
every good work to do his will working in us that which is pleasing in his
sight. My prayer is that the Lord
may revive his work in his people,
that much good may be done in these
last and dreary days of life. Let us
pray for the unsaved. Happy is he
who hath the God of Jacob for his
hope.
I ask an interest in your prayers
that I may be kept faithful.
Your sister.
Lebanon, Pa., Jan. 20, ipop.

•m •
My Experience.

C. E. H.
"Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all
that is within me, bless his holy
name."
I felt like telling my experience
through the VISITOR. I gave my heart
to God when I was a small boy, and
lived as near to God as I knew how
for several weeks.
T h r o u g h disobedience and sin I fell again, but the
Lord called me with a loud voice, telling me not to live in sin any longer.
I heeded the call and God answered
my prayer.
I asked God to forgive me and he
did: then I was baptized. I remained
in this condition about four years,
and without making any progress,
' l h e enemy made me believe this was
far enough and all that was necessary
to do. I disobeyed God and got
deeper into sin. My prayers were
never answered because of sin. I
often testified that I was enjoying religion, but I was not. I found out I
was indulging in sins I had never
committed before. God never left me
but often called me, n o doub.t for a
wise purpose.
A few months ago God spoke to me
again, that I should yield my all into
his hands. I repented of my condition and asked to uncover every sin
to me, even what was forgotten. W e
must have everything uncovered and
forgiven before we can make any progress in the Christian life. God
promised me if I would confess all
and consecrate my life to him and be
fully devoted to his service he would
show me my work in winning souls to
Christ. I have confessed all as God
gave me grace. I gave u p my will and
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said, Lord, what wilt thou have me
to do ?
Surely the harvest is great and the
laborers are few. If any reader has
backslidden or grown cold in God's
service, don't be discouraged. There
is a way out.
1 ask an interest in the prayer of
ever}- one that I may now stand true.
Canada.
A Sister's Concern.
ANNIE

MINNUV.

Dear readers of the VISITOR : Greeting in the precious name of Jesus who
has saved us and washed us in his own
precious blood.
;vlv heart often aches for the unsaved. I have dear children unsaved
and I sometimes think, what am I
doing; am I teaching them as I
should, in the fear of the L o r d ? I
often pray, Lord, endue me with much
patience that I may be able to stand
firm for him.
Tt is about eighteen years since I
last wrote for the VISITOR. It is so
welcome in our home. I love to read
of others and I think we should try
and help one another on the way.
T h e way is right but the enemy
often tries to rob us of our peace. But
when the enemy tells me I cannot endure I often inwardly sing,
"If God gives light for ane step more
'Tis quite enough for me."
O u r revival meeting at Strasburg
was a wonderful blessing to me. Although no one made a start that was
not Bro. Smith's fault. It seemed he
spoke by the wonderful power of
G o d ; and there was so much for me
that I will never forget. I think if
Jesus had been there he would have
said as he did of Mary, " S h e hath
done what she could."
If any unsaved one reads this, don't
delay because I believe the Lord Jesus
will soon come to gather up his
jewels.
One night in a dream I thought I
was looking toward Strasburg and
Jesus was coming. I saw the white
throne in the midst and had the words
Prince of Peace written on in large
letters. O, I often think, would I
have been ready as I should have
been? Jesus taught us to watch for
we know not when the hour is. O
that we may all be ready having our
lamps trimmed and burning that we
may enter in and meet our blessed
Jesus and all the redeemed ones, and
:so be forever with the Lord.
Y o u r sister, waiting for his coming.
Strasburg,
Pa._ R. R. No. 1.

For the

VISITOR.
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Testimony of Healing.
M A R Y K.

STOVEX

By God's help I will give my experience of healing. Truly it is wonderful how God does answer prayer.
On December 23, "it being necessary,
I was called upon to take a trip a distance of about
twenty-five
miles.
T h e strain on my nerves and journey
was hard on me. T h e next day I was
sick and felt so very miserable that I
was hardly able to be about. T h e
longer I kept at work the worse I
felt. At the time we were having
meetings, and till evening I was 30
sick that I was hardly able to hold
my head, and said I would not go to
the meeting that n i g h t ; and I had
thought I surely would not be able to
rise the next morning unless God
would heal me. But, praise God, all
of a sudden I was healed, and bless
God, I went to meeting the same
evening feeling very good and slept
good the same night, and the next
morning felt as though I had never
been sick. I thank God I have learned to trust him for soul and body.
( M a r k 9:23.) All things are possible
to him that believeth. I am well and
happy in the Lord and encouraged in
his work.
Y o u r sister.
3423 N. Second St., Phila.,

Pa.

Editorial concluded from page 3.
Indifference of the soul's best interest is one of the marked features of
present day conditions. In one of our
visits recently we came in contact with
a lady whom we asked the question,
"If you knew that you could not secure your salvation to-morrow what
would you do to-day?" H e r answer
was in that case she would certainly
attend to the matter to-day. Yet assuming she would have a chance tomorrow, next day or later she seemed
entirely unmoved as to present duty.
"At a more convenient season" said
Felix, " I will call for thee." But that
convenient season never came for
Eelix. As far as we know he passed
out of this world unsaved—lost, "lost,
through a long eternity."
Unsaved
reader, will you not now repent, now
turn to God, now believe on Christ
Testis as Savior and L o r d ?
To us it was a very pleasant "happening" that as we journeyed towards
Philadelphia on our recent visit to that
city, our seat was shared by Edwin P .
Sellew, publisher of " T h e Friend," of
Philadelphia. " T h e F r i e n d " is a welcome exchange on our table and when
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we found out each others identity we
felt as though we were old acquaintances. Before we met friend Sellew
we felt a little anxious as to how we
would find our way t o a place where
we had a little business to transact,
but when he heard where we wished to
go he very kindly offered to guide us
so we were at once relieved of all anxiety, and trusting our guide implicitly
we were conducted to the place, he
going past his own office to show us
the place. W e were pleased to regard
the meeting as being one of "His appointments."
W O R D S OP W I S D O M is the

title of

a

new- four-page weekly paper for
young people, of which the first number has reached our table. It is edited
and published by our brother, Levi F .
Sheets, of Florin, Pa. T h e subscription price is fifty cents a year. It is
devoted to the best interests of the
young people, has comments on the
current Sunday-school
lesson, and
such other matter as is conducive to
the production and growth of the best
Christian character in those who are
in the formative period of life. W e
wish every success to the enterprise.
Address all orders to Levi F . Sheets,
Florin, Pa.
T h a t there are men who do things
"for righteousness' sake" in these
days is especially evidenced in the
case of O t t o G. Foelker, of New
York, who last J u n e forced himself to rise from a sick bed and
travel to Albany to cast his vote in the
legislature and so killed the hopes of
the race-track gamblers of New York.
The Sunday-school " T i m e s " of February 20, publishes Mr. Foelker's own
written account of it and is interesting
reading.
Bro. Enos Tyson, of Montgomery
county, spent several months in visiting and holding meetings in Blair and
Juniata counties, Pa., returning to his
home February 12. H e reports having enjoyed his visit very much, and
realizes that God has been very gracious to him.
The slightest selfishness, the least
wrong motive, is seen by him with
whom we have, to do. W e need to
be honest in our own self-examination
in order to be honest before God in
our praying. Oh, to aim purely at
God's glory in all our respects, and
in all our living. A very small speck
of dust may stop a watch, and a very
trifling thing may hinder our prayers.—Word and W o r k .
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1-7. T. Judgment on Revellers.—Dan. 5:19. F. Retribution.—Dan. 5 :24-3i. S. Loving Counsel.—Rom. 12:10-14. S. Take
The treatment of the Sunday-school les- Heed.—Lu. 21 :29-36.
sons is appropriated from the Workman
INTRODUCTORY.—The lesson for to-day is
Quarterly.
on the subject of Temperance, and is taken
from the book of Proverbs. Intemperance
is itself a sin and is the open door to other
LESSON 12.—March 21.—First Quarterly
wickedness and to ruin. In this chapter,
Review.
at the fiftieth verse, begins a series of precepts and advice, as of a wise and loving
GOLDEN T E X T : They that were scattered
father to his son just entering upon life.
abroad went everywhere preaching the
Having seen many young men ruined by
word.—Acts 8 -.4.
intemperance, he lays especial emphasis on
CENTRAL T R U T H : Persecution did
not
this point. H e sets forth the evil of indestroy the church; being filled with the
temperance, and the true character of the
Holy Spirit, the early Christians were previce by a vivid picture of its ruinous repared for every good word and work.
sults. "These results are connected with
indulgence in strong drink by the universal
DAILY FOOD: M. The Ascension of our
and unalterable law of cause and effect.
Lord.—Acts 1:1-4. T. T h e Descent of the
Holy Spirit.—Acts 2:1-21. W. T h e Be- The intemperate man can no more escape
the consequences of his sensual course
ginnings of the Christian Church.—Acts
than he can fly from the laws of nature,
2:22-47. T. The lame man healed.—Acts
or reverse the order established by Divine
3:1-26. F. T h e apostles imprisoned.—
Providence." Some of these consequences
Acts 5:17-42. S. Philip and the Eunuch.—
are presented in the first verse of this lesActs 8:25-40. S. Aeneas and Dorcas.—
son in the form of questions, to arouse atActs 9 :3i-43.
tention to them and to give to them the
REVIEW : T h e lessons during the past
impressiveness which they demand.
quarter have been selected from the Book
of the Acts of the Apostles, giving us an
W H E N ? Solomon lived about 1,000 B. C.
account of the ascension of Christ, the
W H E R E ? Jerusalem.
descent of the Holy Spirit, the founding
W H O ? Solomon, the wisest of men, just
of the Church of God, the growth and the
in the prime and strength of his manhood,
development of the life of the Church. This
was the writer.
history is interesting, because it is the history of the beginning of the Church which
Explanations
and Word Studies.
is the body of Christ.
(V. 29) Who hath woe? Misery; heavy
W H E N ? T h e time is not definitely setcalamity.
A' crying out in anguish of
tled, but the very definite event of the asspirit, as, when a sudden pain seizes any
cension forty days after the resurrection of
part of the system, and we cry out, " O h ! "
Jesus and ten days before the feast of Pen"This is an interjection, with similar meantecost should be noted. Critics say that the
ascension occurred on May 18, A. D. 33, ing, and used to represent a cry of parn—
'Who hath Alas?' T h e expressions are inby the common chronology of our Bible
margins; or A. D. 30 by the corrected
tended to reproduce the actual utterances
method of computation. T h e account given
of the drunkard." Sorrow.
Grief; regret;
of Aeneas and Dorcas, according to augreat unhappiness; misery.
Contentions:
thorities, close our quarter's lessons in A.
Quarrels, fightings, inflamed passions ready
D. 40; or A. D. 37 by the new method.
to give and take offense. Drunkenness is
one of the most- fruitful sources of strife
W H E R E ? Mount of Olives, Jerusalem,
and contention. Babbling:
Foolish talkthe Temple, the gate Beautiful, Solomon's
porch, the prison, the hall of the Sanheing, obscene and idle words. T h e senseless
drin, meeting place of the apostles, Sajabbering of the inebriate. Wounds
withmaria, villages in Samaria, the way to
out cause: Such as a man inflicts on himGaza. Azotus, Caesarea, Lydda, Joppa.
self by his own folly; from unprovoked
W H O ? Luke, the author of the Acts of
disputes and brawls, from accidents caused
the Apostles, Jesus, eleven disciples, the
by his own drunkenness. Redness of eyes:
women, Mary the mother of Jesus, two
Blood shot eyes are the unfailing accomangels, the one hundred and twenty, a mulpaniment of drunkenness. " A paralysis of
titude, Peter, John, the lame man, Captain
the nerves, induced by alcohol, results in
of the temple, Sadducees, elders, scribes,
a dilation of the blood-vessels which cover
Annas the high priest, Caiaphas, Alexander,
the bulbs and lids of the eyes." ( V . 30)
"the multitude of them that believed,"
They that tarry: This is the answer to the
Joses, Ananias, Sapphira, Gamaliel, Gresix questions of verse 29. T h e tendency
cians, Hebrews, Stephen, false witnesses,
of strong drink is to continue drinking, to
Saul, the scattered Christians, Samaritans,
spend hours, often the whole night, in
Philip, Simon the sorcerer, the eunuch,
carousals. Mixed wine:
Wine mingled
Aeneas, Dorcas, and Simon the tanner.
with intoxicating spices or drugs—a comPRACTICAL TEACHINGS : 1. T h e
prommon resort of drunkards. T h e liquors of
ises of the Father are sure to be fulfilled.
to-day are drugged, thus increasing their
2. T h e Holy Spirit is an abiding presence
intoxicating power.
( V . 31) Look not:
in the Church. 3. God's wisdom overrules
The first step in the downward course is
events to serve his purpose. 4. All histo look upon and contemplate. Do not
torians are witnesses to the truth of Chriseven this. When it is red: Fascinating by
tianity. 5. W e should give of our substance
its beautiful, bright color. Moveth itself
to help the poor. 6. W e can help others
aright: When it sparkles, and glows, and
without the use of money. 7. If we are
foams in the cup. Or, as in the Revised
Christ's it will appear in our characters. 8.
Version, "when it goeth down smoothly,"
T h e deception of Ananias and his wife was
as when it runs down in the , throat depremeditated. 9. "Be sure your sin will find
liciously. ( V . 32) At the last: " T h e pleasyou out." 10. Prison bolts cannot bar out
ure comes at the first, the sting at the last.
God. 11. W e should obey God rather
Herein lies the danger of looking on the
than man. 12. Nothing cuts to the heart
wine." Biteth like a serpent:
It has the
like truth. 13.- God's gifts cannot be
deadliness of the serpent's bite. It is cerbought with money. 14. T h e sincere intain death, and in an awful form. An
quirer finds Christ and also readily conadder:
A most venomous genus of serfesses him. 15. T h e sick and crippled
pents. " T h e horned Cerastes adder lurks
have special claims on us. 16. . Christian
in the sand, perhaps coiled up in a camel's
influences outlive death.
footprint ready to dart at any passer by."
(V. 33) Strange women:
In the East
Leson 13.—March 28.—Temperance Leswicked women are the usual accompanison.—Prov. 23 :29-3S. Commit vs. 29, 30.
ment of wine-drinking bouts. They are
vices that are always linked together. T h e
GOLDEN T E X T : A t the last it biteth like
book of Proverbs speaks with just denuna serpent, and stingeth like an adder.—
ciation of the twin evils of intemperance
Prov. 29:32.
and impurity, and their legitimate fruits.
CENTRAL T R U T H : The evils of intemPerverse things: T h e tongue utters things
perance are warnings against the use of
contrary to reason, religion and common
strong drink.
civility. ( V . 34) Upon the top of a mast:
DAILY FOOD : M. Temperance Lesson.—
In the midst of the greatest peril without
Prov. 23:29-3S. T. T h e Mocker.—Prov.
any protection: almost certain of imme20:1-7. W. Priest and Prophet.—Isa. 2 8 :
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diate death. (V. 35) Stricken
me....not
sick; beaten me....felt
it not. In the
stupor of drink he is semi-conscious of
bufferings and stripes.
When
shall I
awake?
1 will seek it yet again. H e is
without power to resist, and craves and
determines upon further indulgence. And
so on to the fearful end; for " N o r drunkards
shall inherit the kirrgdom of
God" ( I . Cor. 6:10,). "Instead of profiting
by this terrible experience, he only comes
out of one debauch to enter another, thus
persisting in his own destruction. This is
a picture of the terrible slavery of the
drink habit."
PRACTICAL

APPLICATIONS:

I.

Drinking

brings a fearful train of woes. 2. "Alcohol
will take the bloom off and injure the perfection and loveliness of health, both mental and moral." 3. None will be ruined
who obey the warning of verse 31. 4.
There is always a first step toward the
drunkard's doom; the second step is easier
than the first. 5. In proportion as wine
"moveth itself aright," it moves the drunkard a-wrong. 6. T h e death of the drunkard is not merely physical death, but eternal
spiritual death as well. 7. T h e true test
of any whisky is the number of fights to
the drink it contains. 8. T h e Bible in various ways, commends abstinence
from
strong drink. Absolute safety lies only in
total abstinence—not even looking upon the
wine.
SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS : 1. Drunken-

ness has been the curse of the human race,
and is still. I t kills more people than all
other causes combined, including war, famine, and pestilence. T h e ' drunkard also
has sorrows and complains over an exhausted purse, neglected work, anticipated
reproaches from friends and business associates, and ever diminishing strength,
and wounds received without reason, degradation, misery, loss of manhood, and
finally the loss of the soul.
2. Note the admonition of Solomon, not
even to look upon the intoxicating cup.
No one will be ruined who keeps far away
from it. Be not caught as a prisoner,
either by the sight or taste of this lure and
enticement. Remember Eve, who ''looked"
and sinned. Remember the spider and fly.
The eye of the wine and your eye must'not
meet lest the one kindle and flash with the
bewitching motions of the other.
Avoid
the saloon, as it is the place where men
are unmade.
Character requires a still air. There may
be storm and upheaval around, but there
must be peace within the soul for it to
thrive. But anxiety is the reverse of peace.
Character cannot grow in such atmosphere.
We seldom find any great height and
sweetness of character in an anxiousminded person, for the simple reason that
it has no chance to g r o w : all the forces go
in other directions.—T. T. Munger.
Crucified With. C h r i s t .
Humble, and teachable, and mild,
Oh may I, as a little child,
My lowly Master's steps pursue;
Be anger to my soul unknown; Hate, envy, jealousy, begone;
In love create thou all things new.
Let earth no more my soul divide
With Christ may I be crucified;
To thee with my whole heart aspire;
Dead to the World and all its toys,
Its idle pomp, and fading joys,
Be thou alone my one desire.
My will be swallowed up in thee;
Light in thy light still may I see,
Beholding thee with open face;
Call'd the full power of faith to prove.
Let all my hallow'd heart be love,
And all my spotless life be praise.
Come, Holy Ghost, all quickening fire,
My consecrated heart inspire,
Sprinkled with the atoning blood:
Still to my soul thyself reveal;
Thy mighty working may I feel,
And know that I am one with God.
—Sel. by Mary Ann Gingrich,
Preston,
Ont.
' '•'--•• -3«oi
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N E W S OF C H U R C H A C T I V I T Y .
(Continued.)

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

children of the great King, have many
reasons to praise him for his numberless
blessings, that he should redeem us from
To SUBSCRIBERS :—1. Our terms are cash
a sinful life; that he should give peace
in advance.
(Concluded from page 5.)
within, this is indeed wonderful and yet
2. When writing to have your address
we should not forget that it is from him
changed, be sure to give both old and new and were taken to his son's place for dinour daily needs come, our bread, our
address.
ner, then to his home. On Sunday, Febclothing, our health. W e know there are
3. The date on the printed label will
those who think these are small matters t o
show to subscribers when their subscrip- ruary 7, we commenced a series of meetpraise him for and yet when you get into
ings in the meeting-house near brother
tion expires.
the homes of the poor and needy you can
4. If you do not receive the VISITOR
Reichard's home. W e hope all the brethnot help but praise him.
within ten days from date of issue, write ren will pray for us that we may carry out
We have found this a hard Winter on
us at once and we will send the number
our mission successfully and souls be the poor, especially as their is so little
called for.
To T H E POOR,—who are unable to pay, saved. All communications should be ad- work for people to do. When the call
comes a family has nothing to eat at all,
we send the paper free on the recommen- dressed to Fordwich, Ont.
it surely makes one's heart reioice to be
dation of others or upon their individual
From here we expect to go to Hespeler,
able to lift their suffering. One family
requests. Individual requests must be recame under our care this Winter consisting
in brother John Wildfong's district, and
newed every six months as a matter of
of a father eighty-six and a mother ninety.
from there to Houghton, and Walpole and
good faith.
H e is suffering from a fall of nine years
To CORRESPONDENTS:—1. Articles for eastward towards Buffalo, taking in the
ago and is almost helpless. W e asked if
publication should be written on one side different places on the way, no preventing they had any thing to eat. They said someof the paper only. Write all business lettimes they had and sometimes they did
Providence.
ters on separate sheets.
not, and what they do have she must beg.
Yours
for
the
kingdom,
2. Communications without the author's
They wept loud when we had prayer, it
name will receive no recognition.
J. W . AND HARRIET HOOVER.
being such a pleasure to them: and how
3. Communications
for the VISITOR
it made one rejoice even to kneel in the
should be sent in at least ten days before
filth and nray for those people, and so
R e p o r t of a Sisters' S e w i n g Circle.
date of issue.
happy and thankful were they. When you
Send money by Post-office Money Order,
We, the sisters of Pleasant Hill, O., met find little babies wra^ned only in rags, or
Registered Letter, or Bank Draft, to G. and organized a sewing circle August 12,
children with little clothino- it means so
Detwiler, 1627 Swatara Street,
Harrisburg, 1908. Though few in number, some of
much to help a little.
Pa. Canadian
Currency
is
discounted
our elderly sisters have been laboring faithW e do thank the dear saints who are
with us.
fully. W e have quilted seven quilts and re- enablin" us thus to give shoes, clothing and
paired clothing to be given to missions.
food for the needy. Inasmuch as ye have
Amount of money received up to this
done it unto the least of these my little ones
Harrisburg, Pa.. March 1,1909.
time, $8.52. Paid out for Mission work, ye have done it unto me. Even he who
$5.00; also sent out two bbls. clothing.
a cup of cold water bestows in his name
OUR B I B L E O F F E R
Expenses, $1.61.
shall not lose his reward. So let us strive
A N N A CASSEL,
continually to do our best for him whatever
We are able to offer our subscribers 1
Secretary.
that best may mean for us, but let us be
good COMBINATION BIBLE with the
sure we know. May God's choicest bless. EVANGELICAL VISITOR at a small cost. For
ing
rest upon all.
Yours for him,
H a s t Thou F a i t h .
$3.25 (INDEX FIFTY CENTS EXTRA) we will

send the Bible prepaid to any address in
the United States or Canada, and the
EVANGELICAL VISITOR for one year.

This

offer holds good for renewals as well as
new subscribers.
The special feature of this Bible is that
it gives the AUTHORIZED and REVISED VER-

SION of the Bible in one volume, without
increasing Size or Weight, or Diminishing
Size of type. It is a Self-pronouncing
Teacher's Bible which, without omitting a
feature or disturbing the Text, points out
all the words and passages wherein the
two versions differ, giving the Revised Version of each at foot of page, together with
The binding is Extra French Seal, Divinity Circuit, Round Corners, Red under
Gold Edges, Flexible Back, L E A T H E R
LINED.
A Very Pull Concordance,
containing
over 40,000 References; History and Summary of the Books of the Bible;
Historical,
Chronological Tables; New Subject
index
to the Bible; a Dictionary
of
Scripture
proper Names,
with their
Pronunciation
and meaning; Tables of Miracles, Parables,

etc.
Address EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
1627 Swatara St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Tracts.

W h a t we Believe and W h y W e Believe
It, per hundred, 20c.
An Interesting Conversation, per hundred, 15c.
Points for Serious Consideration, per
hundred, 12c.
We Would See Jesus, per hundred, 15c.
Repent for the Kingdom of Heaven is
at Hand, per hundred, 15c.
Death Eternal, per hundred, 12c.
Orders for the above tracts should be
addressed
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burg, P a .
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Courage, I dare say to you, and patience.
N o one ever carried Christ's cross without
coming near to Christ himself, and where
Christ is, the light is sure to break. No
sacrifice you make, no service you render,
but is bringing you nearer to the heart of
things, for the heart of the universe is
love.—John Watson.

B E U L A H MUSSER.

"'I see many walking in darkness and
having no light, from confused notions as
to what faith is.
They hear that saving faith will work
by love and produce holiness; and not finding all this at once in themselves, they
think they have no faith at all. They forget that these things are the fruits of faith,
and not faith itself. T o doubt whether we
have faith because we do not see its fruits
at once, is like doubting whether a tree be
alive, because it does not bear fruit the
very day we plant it."—Sel.

REPORTS OF FUNDS.
Chicago Mission.
Report for month ending Feb. 15, 1909.
DONATIONS RECEIVED.

Balance on hand,
$59 85.
Jessie Powell, Chicago, $ 2 ; In H i s
Name, Pa., $ 3 ; Y. P . M., $2.50; J. M.
Engle, Abilene, $1.
Miss Elizabeth Gnagy, Dysert, Iowa, box
containing one comforter, clothing and
dried fruit; Sr. H . Trump, Polo, four lbs.
butter.

5956 Peoria St., Bnglewood,

III.

Toronto Mission D e h t F u n d .
Previously acknowledged,
$11000.
No. 9, $ 2 ; No. 10, $ 5 ; No. 11, $ 5 ; No.
12, $5; No. 13, $ 5 ; No. 14, $ 1 ; No. 15,
$70; No. 16, $ 1 ; No. 17, $ 2 ; No. 18, $ 1 ;
total, $207.
This still leaves an unpaid balance of
$538.00, plus the accrued interest since October 6, 1908. I n connection with this report we wish to say that brother and sister
Burtch responded to the Committee's call
for workers, and have been accented, and
are comfortably located at No. 8 ^ Lansdowne avenue, only a block from t h e Mission. This place is easily reached by any
of the cars running west on Colleee, or
Bloor streets, transferring on Lansdowne
avenue. W e also wish to say that in view
of Bro. Hoover's absence from .the city,
Bro. Burtch will receive all donations for
the maintenance of the Mission work, and
will acknowledge the same. W e trust that
the Church will deem it a pleasure to assist in supporting the work. Provisions,
vegetables and fruit of all kinds will be acceptable at all times.
D. W. HEISE.
Treas. of B. of T.
The One T a l e n t M a n .

H e couldn't sing and he couldn't play,
He couldn't speak and he couldn't pray;
H e ' d try to read, but break right down,
EXPENDITURES.
Then sadly grieve at smile or frown.
Stove repairs, $ 8 ; groceries, $14.25;
While some with talents ten begun,
freight and expressing, $ 2 ; gas for lightH e started out with only one.
ing, $2.30; floor matting, $5.00; total,
"With this," he said, "I'll do my best,
$31-55And trust the Lord to do the rest."
SARAH BERT AND WORKERS.
His trembling hand and tearful eye,
5056" Peorm St., Bnglewood.
Gave forth a world of sympathy;
When
all alone with one distressed
DONATIONS FOR T H E SUFFERING.
H
e whispered words that calmed a breast;
Andrew Snively, Kans., $ 2 ; Rose Bank
And little children learned to know,
S. S., Kans., $14; Sr. Lenhart, Abilene,
When grieved and troubled where to go.
Kans., $10; In H i s Name, Kans., $ 3 ;
H e loved the birds, the flowers, the trees,
Henry Trump, Polo, 111. $3; Emma BowAnd, loving him, his friends loved these.
ers, Kans., $ 8 ; carried over from last reHis homely features lost each trace,
port, $30; total, $70.
Of homeliness; and in his face
There beamed a kind and tender light
PAID OUT.
T h a t made surrounding features bright.
Shoes and clothing, $11; need for sick,
When illness came he smiled at fears,
$12; groceries, $10.58; fuel, $10; rents,
H e said "Good-bye," and all confess
$15; total, $58.58.
H e made of life a grand success.
"Blessed be the Lord who daily loadeth
—Selected by Anna Cassel.
us with benefits." (Psa. 68:19.) We, the
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Personal Religion.
One of the difficult things for men
to realize seems to be their personal
relation to God—that God cares for
them as individuals, and that they owe
him a love and a service which shall
be real and practical.
When some years ago, in the British naval manceuvers the "Camperdown" was sunk by her sister ship, the
sailors struggling in the water had no
trouble to realize that the boats which
were put out by vessels of the fleet
were there to save them. Each one
knew his personal safety was sought,
and where one had a shipmate in the
boat, who called his name and sought
him, it had a special meaning, though
that sailor knew his friend would be
seeking others even though he were
not in need.
So Christ seeks us and calls us by
our name, and day after day labors for
our salvation. His love is personal
and real, and reaches down to every
one. But it asks a return in love and
service. The story is told of a young
officer, dying of consumption, a good
enough fellow, who lived up to the
ideals and standards of his set, not
immoral, honest, brave, everything a
man could be, except that Christ had
no place in his life. He kept on planning for the future, and had no special
dread of death, relying on his
"record.' One day a clergyman friend
talked to him about his soul. His reply was to point to his spotless life.
His friend turned to him, "Jack, what
have you ever done or not done that
would have been different if you believed there was no God ? Or, I'll put
it differently: What have you ever
done or not done for the sake of
Christ your Savior? If your life has
been moral, hasn't it been godless?"
"I see it now," he replied. "Leave
me and let me think about that question." It brought him to Christ and
the feeling of a real personal relation
to his Lord. Morality will not answer. The standard of heaven is so
high above our standard that our own
lives would make a poor showing.
What is our relation to Christ? What
are we doing for his sake ? What are
we not doing because he disapproves ?
The intimate relation with our Lord,
the personal relation, is what we need
giving him love and service in return
for the great salvation he is offering
us and for the love which he bears to
us. Our religion is a personal religion, and our love must be a personal love for the Christ of Galilee.—
Selected by Catharine Lehman,
Almira, Ont.
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Dwell Deep.
Too many people, even in the holiness ranks to-day, are satisfied with a
life of freedom from sin, and do not
seem to realize that one has not reached the highest peak when he becomes
sanctified. There are heights and
depths that some effort must be made
in order to reach. The richest treasures are those which lie deep in the
earth and require much labor and skill
to procure.
The real depth of Christian experience which it is our privilege to reach
is only gained by constant self-denial
and much effort. We often long for
an experience like that of Wesley,
Fletcher, Finney, or some other saint
of God. Had they lived as some professors of holiness live' to-day, they
would never have been heard from.
They spent hours with the Word, and
days and nights in prayer seeking to
know God and His perfect will for
them.
Let us dig down into the treasures
of God's love and grace. To dwell
deep requires perseverance. It is a
trick of the enemy to so take up our
minds even with good things, that we
sink into a self-satisfied state and become careless about getting the best
God has for us. There are blessed secrets He will whisper, if you are so
hid away that He can trust you.
Much prayer, much watchfulness,
much self-examination, much looking
unto Jesus and much dependence on
the Holy Ghost are requisite. Let
holy deadness to the present world be
cultivated. Wait for the Lord from
Heaven like a child waiting for an absent parent, or a servant waiting for
his master, and expecting him every
moment.
Let us meditate often. A soul without meditation is like a garden that
may be adorned with some flowers,
but will be overrun with many weeds.
The love, the sufferings and humiliation, the death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus fill our soufs with wonder. His atonement, His intercession.
His present care, His everlasting love
to His redeemed, all bring us joy as
we meditate upon them.
To dwell deep we must pray much.
Prayer is to the soul what breath is
to the body, that without which it cannot live. Oh, what a tale of woe could
millions of the lost tell about the consequences of neglected prayer. If we
would walk with God, we must often
pour our hearts before Him in prayer.
If we would spend eternity in His
presence, let us not think it too much
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to spend many hours at His foot-stool
here.
We must search the Scriptures.
Never did the Word glow with such
beauty as after we received the baptism with the Holy Ghost. Yet the
enemy is subtle, and if he can keep us
so busy about other things that we
neglect it, he will be satisfied. But to
have a rich experience, we must study
the Word. The man who meditates
upon it day and night is described as
truly blessed. His experience is compared to the perpetual verdure and
fruitfulness of a tree that in a hot and
thirsty land grows on the river bank,
and has its roots entered and nourished by an unfailing stream.
We must live a life of faith. It is
not a fair profession, or the excitement of a week, or a month; or a year,
but a course of watchful, prayerful,
submissive, consistent living. To be
found in Christ, and to enjoy His
favor will be your highest ambition.
Let us not be satisfied with anything
but God's best for us. "Oh, the depth
of the riches, both of the wisdom and
knowledge of God."—Selected.
Consecration of the Body.
Early writers were disposed to hold
the body in contempt. Even the
Apostle Paul seems to despair of it
and to see hope only in the power
which should "change our vile
bodies." It is true that the phrase is
softened in the Revised Version, but
only in slight degree, to "the body of
our humiliation." (Phil. 3:21.) The
early theologians regarded it as a
hindrance, a weight, a clog, a burden
that must obstruct spiritual growth.
It was curious, too, that they did not
regard the eternal state as complete
until that same body was raised again
from the corruption of the grave and
became once more a habitation for the
glorified spirit. True, they looked
forward to the body thus raised being
transformed and purified, but still the
same body spiritualized. Out of the
same idea grew the fastings and the
chastisements and the irritating garb
of the ancient monks.
Later thought refuses to accept this
idea of the body. It is the work of
God, its mechanism is beautiful and
its capacity, extraordinary. Better
than despising it was the determination to consecrate it, to use it in the
service of God, who designed it. Say
what we may to its disparagement, it
is necessary to our service on earth
and through it alone we can labor for
God by voice or pen. We are un-
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grateful if we hold in contempt the
body that is our necessary servant.
The misfortune is that so many
persons do not recognize it as a servant. They pamper it and indulge it
and yield to its cravings until it becomes a master, whose demands can
be resisted only after a struggle. The
conscience and the will abdicate their
places when this rebellion ensues and
it then becomes a question whether the
man shall become a slave to his appetites and passions, or whether he
shall shake off the dominion and lead
a life of purity and holiness. The
problem is one that, sooner or later,
every man has to face. It is in this
struggle that he supremely needs Divine help. He may consecrate his
body, but the contract is not ratified
until God has come to his assistance.
The body is so completely a part of
the man that he fights at a disadvantage if he depends on his own
strength. He has a traitor within,
which is not dislodged until Christ occupies the throne.—S. S. Times.
W h a t H a t h God Wrought P

Revival has been the keynote of the
year. The presence of God himself in
the midst has been the peculiar blessing of the past months, and the "shout
of a king" has often been heard in the
camp of Israel. Our Congo missionaries report several remarkable visitations of the Spirit in that dark land.
In one case they tell of a native woman suddenly crying out in one of
the village services where the gospel
was being preached by our missionaries, that that very moment God had
come to her and saved her soul. In
another case they tell how a weeping
native called them up from sleep in
the mission station at Yema, and
when asked what he wanted, replied,
"I want to tell my sins to your God,"
and soon after, the sincere penitent
found joy and peace in believing. Our
brethren in Central China tell of a
marvelous outpouring of the Holy
Spirit on the students of the two
training schools at Nanling, so- that
for days there was nothing but confessions of sin and the one agonizing
cry to get right with God, followed by
peace and joy and earnest work for
the salvation of their neighbors and
friends. The result was that every
student out of sixty-nine in the two
schools was hopefully converted. In
still mightier power the Holy Ghost
was poured out upon our missionaries
and native workers in China, and
many remarkable manifestations of
the power of God were witnessed,
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several of the natives speaking in
tongues and praising God. And while
there were some manifestations that
needed careful guarding, yet our missionaries testify that the final results
of this visitation were a remarkable
deepening of the spiritual life of all
the workers and Christians, and some
extraordinary cases of God's miraculous healing.
In India there has been an equally
remarkable visitation of the Spirit of
God, both in Bombay and Gujerat.
Mr. Fuller says, "With many of our
own missionaries God has been working mightily, and many have gone
forward rapidly in their own lives and
experiences to a deeper knowledge of
Christ and a deeper fulness of the
Spirit. Indeed a number of them
came into new life in the Spirit, and
found a new power in service and a
new nearness in prayer. The work
among our native workers has been
far deeper than ever before, and their
hunger for God has made them willing to confess sins under covering, to
humble themselves before God and
men, to settle quarrels and forgive
wrongs. Of more than eighty young
men and women who have left our
training schools and are now working
for Christ, nearly all have gone on
remarkably in their spiritual . lives,
and we begin to realize the possibilities in these dear young people
who are so rapidly developing into
men and women of strong faith, intense love for Christ and a burning
zeal for the salvation of their people.
I can truly say that I never saw in the
homeland any deeper work of the
Spirit than I have seen among these
dear boys and girls. I have deep conviction that God is about to visit India with a great revival. Indeed it
has begun already, and I believe that
literally millions will be converted in
a very short time, perhaps only a few
months. I believe there has never
been a year in which so much prayer
has been offered in India and for India as during the past year." Surely it may be said in view of these testimonies, "The Lord their God is with
them, and the shout of a king is
among them."
Our brother, Mr. Lindstrom, of
Japan, reports that in the past year no
less than two hundred and fifty-five
persons have been hopefully converted in their mission hall in Hiroshima,
that six hundred altogether have been
saved there since its opening about
two years ago, and that the very
street on which it stands has been
called Jesus street in acknowledgment
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of the importance of the mission and
the work there done.
We have already referred to some
remarkable cases of divine healing. In
South China, Mr. Hinkey was so
broken down that it seemed inevitable
that he should leave his field, but he
was immediately restored by the
power of God during the visitation of
the Holy Ghost to our brethren in
South China, and is now joyfully continuing his work in China.
Mr. Davis, of the same mission,
was raised from the very gates of
death after days of prostration by
heart trouble, when it seemed impossible that he could ever rally again.
Mrs. Allward, of South China, was
healed in a still more remarkable
way. Several others of our South
China missions reported similar healing, and many of the natives have
had similar experiences. One old
Chinese woman, confined to her home
by a broken limb, after hearing the
gospel believed that Jesus could not
only save but heal her, and the next
day dragged herself to the Mission,
claiming deliverance and finding it,
and when baptized a few days later
she literally danced for joy on the old
broken limb. Many similar reports
appear in the testimonies of our missionaries, and it seems just as natural
for the native converts to take the
Lord Jesus for healing as for their
spiritual needs. Perhaps the most remarkable of all the testimonies of the
past year is the fact that in India,
where we have had so many deaths
among our missionaries in the past
few years, the lives of all our workers
were preserved during the past year,
and on the Congo, which was so long
literally the graveyard of our missionaries, there has not been a single death
by disease for the past eight years.
"What hath God wrought!"
Time will not permit us to continue
these testimonies, which
literally
crowd upon us as they never have in
any former year. As we look back
upon the past, and upon the outlook
on every side, surely the solemn conviction must come to every one of us
that God is very near, that it is a crisis
hour and that the coming of the Lord
is close at hand. We are in the midst
of awful perils, but glorious possibilities and blessings. Beloved, you
can not go through these coming days
with anything less than the whole
armor of God, the filling of the Holy
Spirit and the presence of the Living
God. The fire is on, and it will try
every soul to the core. You shall
surely fall if you attempt to live a
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half-hearted Christian life. While we
guard against fanaticism, and do not
advise any one to seek for special
manifestations, yet every one of us
ought to have the Lord with us as
really and just as mightily as if we
could speak with the tongues of men
and of angels.—Dr. A. B. Simpson.
Twelve Reasons Why No Rational
Being Should "Use Tobacco.
1. The habit is at war with temperance. Tobacco is an intoxicant.
It is a part of the merchandise of
dramshops, is an incentive to drunkenness. The toper, rebuked by a professed teetotaler, with a quid or a
cigar in his mouth, might pertinently
respond, "Physician, heal thyself."
2. The habit is a self-indulgence
and in flagrant conflict with the selfdenying spirit of the divine Founder
of Christianity. It numbers amongst
its slaves more than 150 millions of
human beings. It hinders moral reform, and it impedes progress.
3. The habit is essentially filthy,
and ''cleanliness," says the proverb,
"is next to godliness." Ladies of refinement involuntarily shrink from
the man who chews, or snuffs, or
smokes, unless custom has rendered
them indifferent to those vile practices.
4. The lips of the tobacco-chewer,
or habitual smoker are swelled and
saturated with a disgusting poison,
the gums are spongy and tender, and
.the whole throat and mouth affected
by its use.
5. The habit of using tobacco is
inconsistent with the charter of a
Christian gentleman. "St. Paul,"
Bishop Hooker tells us, "was emphatically a gentleman." Would he
have poisoned the air with sickening
smoke or deluged the floor with liquid
filthiness ? Never!
6. The habit injures the voice.
The chewer often croaks. The smoker
articulates huskily.
The snuffer
speaks through his nose.
7. The habit is costly. Official
statistics show that more money was
spent for tobacco in the United States
during 1871, than for bread, the staff
of life, $350,000,000 for tobacco in its
various forms; $200,000,000 for flour,
within the year.
8. The habit often lowers the selfrespect of those who practice it. "I
love my pipe," said a clergyman, "but
despise myself for using it."
9. The habit disturbs the regular
pulsation of the heart. Tobacco users
are thus in constant danger. Many
fall dead suddenly.
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10. The habit weakens the mind. It
enfeebles the will, produces morbid
irritability, diseases the imagination,
deadens the moral sensibilities, and is
therefore an "assault and battery" on
the nervous system, the intellect and
the soul.
11. The habit is a rebellion against
conscience. Those who indulge in it
know that it wastes time, money,
strength and life, and tramples on the
laws of nature, which are the laws of
God, hence it is a sin.
12. The habit is as contagious as
the cholera. Every mature smoker or
chewer infects dozens of youths with
a desire to follow his pernicious example. Thus the evil spreads.—Sel.
Incidents in the Life of a Christian
Conductor.
"Charlie is an old conductor on the
Milwaukee Railroad. He never fails
when he has an opportunity, to let
men know where he stands religiously. A few days ago, starting out on
his regular run for Chicago, five
young men boarded his train. No
sooner were they seated than they
gave evidence of having had what
they called a good time, and, having
drunk quite freely, were inclined to
be boisterous. Our friend, the conductor, in going through the train
gave a stern look at one of the young
men, and also shook his head, causing
the young man to follow him out of
the car into the outside vestibule.
Touching the conductor upon the
shoulder the young man asked what
he meant by looking at him so sharply. The conductor, in a good-natured
way, said, 'George, you are not living
as your mother has taught you.' "
It so happened that the young
man's name was George, and the remark went home direct to his heart
and he said, "You are right, sir, my
heart is heavy to-night. I have been
home to attend the funeral of my
mother, but have not been able to
shed a single tear."
"Then, my boy," said the conductor, "there is certainly something very
wrong in your life and I would like
to pray for you."
"Will you do it, conductor?" said
the young man.
"Yes, I will," was the reply. "Let
us kneel right here where we are."
And with the train running at the
rate of forty-five miles an hour, the
conductor asked God to save this
mother's boy.
Upon rising the young man said, "I
never can thank you; but what can I
do for you?"
The reply was,
"George, the train is filled with
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women and children, and I want you
to help me keep order." The young
.man said, "I will." Soon there was
evidence of his good work.
About this time the train reached
La Crosse, Wis., and the five young
men moved to another train. Conductor Charlie only had five minutes
there, and was busy, but just as he
was ready to give the signal to his engineer, his new-found friend, George,
came up, and taking him by the hand,
said, "Conductor, I am going home to
live with my sister, and am going to
live a Christian life, as near as I can,
the life my mother taught me."
"That is right, my boy," said the
conductor. "I will pray for you and
I want you to pray for me." At this
they parted.
The next day on the return trip
Conductor Charlie said to the conductor of the train to which the young
men had changed, "How did you get
along with the five passengers, I
turned over to you last night!" "Say,
Charlie," he said, "had you been giving them a lecture, or what had happened? For when we were about a
mile out the young, best-looking fellow of the lot opened the window, and
took three bottles of whiskey away
from the others and threw them out
of the window, and he said something
about 'going to live a dierent life,' and
for the rest of the trip they all behaved like gentlemen."
If a busy conductor has time and
can find opportunities to pray for
passengers when his train is going
forty-five miles an hour, who of us
need to say, "I cannot live the Christian life"? C. M. Stocking, in The
Standard.
"A plain attire for our bodies which
is clean, economical, convenient and
comfortable, is God's mark that he
puts upon his people; whereby they
may be known from the world (even
by the people of the world), as a shepherd marks the sheep of his flocks,
that it may be known where they belong. Christ's people may be known
and read of all men. A plain attire
is Christ's sheeps' outward clothing.
A wolf may put it on, but it will not
change him to a sheep; dress will not
change the heart, but the heart will
change the dress, if it yields obedience
to the Shepherd's voice. He saith:
'My sheep know my voice and they
follow me.' Obedience is a plant
that bears its own fruit, and the fruit
of the spirit of self-denial is written
upon the vesture, or clothing, of the
body; and with joy, and not with
grief, we put it on."
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There is no mistake more dangerous
than to suppose that the only people
who worship Satan are native savages
bowing down to wood and stone. In
the beginning men worshiped the sun,
the moon, and the stars, the mountains, the rivers, and the seas. Then
they came to adore heroes, great men
whom they had known; and after this
the descent was rapid. The images
of great men, beasts of the field, birds
•of the air, even reptiles, came to be
objects of adoration. But the essential principle in all these worships was
the same: Somebody or something
was looked upon as the highest good,
beside the true God. Wherever we
find this one principle, we find the root
of every vile, and cruel, and evil thing
there is among men.
The Holy Spirit, speaking of certain persons, says, "Who god is their
belly." What did he mean ? Evidently that they considered the satisfaction
of their appetite for food the most important of all things. This was to
them the highest and best good. Therefore their god, or chief good, was
their belly.
When a man makes money the great
object of his living, that is his god.
The one who lives for his ambition,
has still another deity. When a woman makes her house, its furnishings
and care, the thing for which she
chiefly thinks, cares, and works, her
house is her god.
This explains the ruin of the race.
Men put something—it makes no
difference what—in the place of the
living and true God. When that is
done, the soul is crippled; if it is continued, the soul is destroyed.—President C. A. Blanchard. Prom address
at Des Moines, la., June 7, ipo8. .
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P h i l o s o p h i c B a s i s of Ordinances and
B i b l e Doctrine of Sanctiflcation b y
C. H . F o r n e y , D. D . , LL. D .

The first part of this book is an indirect
but conclusive proof that feet-washing is a
divinely instituted ordinance.
T h e second part of the book is the Bible
doctrine of sanctiflcation, and in these days
of fatnaticism is most helpful in helping
men to the Bible truth on this subject.

Cloth, 50c

Paper, 25c.

Can be ordered from
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MARRIAGES.
WALE—BAKER.—Married, on
February 17, 1909, at the home of the officiating minister, Bro. A. Bearss, Mr. William
Wale, of Bridgburg, O n t , to Miss Cecelia
Baker, of Ridgeway, Ont., all of Welland
county.
W I N G E R — W I N G E R . — Married, on
February 17, 1909, by Bro. Girvin Bearss
at the bride's home, brother and sister
Benjamin Flagg, Ridgeway, Out., Bro. Jesse
Winger to Sister Mary J. Winger, all of
Welland countv. Ont.

OBITUARIES.
GREENE.—Died at
Pottstown,
Pa.,
Sister Lizzie Greene, in her 93rd year. She
was the widow of the late William Greene.
S H A F F E R . — T h a n n a Shaffer, a "sister
of Sr. Susan Beck, of Waynesboro, Pa.,
and of Benjamin and Henry Myers, of Upton, Pa., died, aged 83 years, 1 month and
18 days. Funeral service, conducted by
Elder C. S. Lesher, was held at the Montgomery M. H., South Franklin, Pa.
EIMENHIZER.—Died,
Beulah
H„
daughter of Bro. and Sister Harry Eimenhizer, of Rapho dist, Lancaster county.
Pa., aged 2 months and 5 days. The funeral was held at Mt. Pleasant M. H...
being conducted by Elder H. B. Hoffer.
Bro. C. O. Lehman and Hiram Kaylor, of
the Church of the Brethren. Interment in
adjoining cemetery.
H I C K E R S O N . — E a r l , infant
son
of
Harvey and Iva Hickerson of near Sedgwick, Kans.. was born December 25, 1908.
and died February 8, 1909, aged 6 weeks
and 2 days. Earl was the grandson of
Bro. and Sr. Joseph Eshelman, of Sedgwick, Kans. Funeral service was held at
the home on February 9. 1909, conducted
bv Bro. John Hoover, assisted by Bro. D.
L. Graybill. Text, Heb. 9:27.
W A N N E R . — S r . Molly Wanner, widow
of the late George Wanner, died at the
home of her step-daughter, Mrs, George
Hewit, at Listowel, H u r o n county, Ont..
on January 21, 1909, aged 85 years, 8
months and 13 days. H e r maiden name
was Holm, sister of the late Elder Peter
Holm, and Rev. Niels Holm. She was
born in Markham township. Ont. She
was a consistant member of the Brethren
church for about thirty-two years. Interment at Listowel cemetery, by the side of
her husband,, who died eight years ago.
S I D E R — Sanford Sider, son of Benjamin and Rachel Sider, of near Stevensville.
Ont., died at the home of his parents, of
pneumonia, aged 28 years. 10 months and
24 days. H e found peace with God and
was baptized by our Brethren last Fall before love feast. H e was married four years
and a half. His wife died nine months
previous, leaving himself and three children in his parents' care. H e was not well
for some time previous to his death, but
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talked much of the love of God and the desire to do right, and even foretold his end
which came to pass precisely as stated.
Funeral was held Sabbath, February 7, in
Brethren's M. H., which was overcrowded,
friends showing their sympathy to the bereaved family. H e leaves one brother,
besides father and mother and litle children. Obsequies by A. Bearss, assisted by
Girvin Bearss. Subject, "Sunset at noon,"
from Jer. 15 :g, "His sun is gone down
while it was day."
COBER.—Died at Brussels,
Huron
county, Ont., January 25, 1909, John Cober,
eldest son of the late Nicholas and Nancy
Cober and nephew of the late Elder Peter
Cober, aged 70 years, 7 months and 22
days. H e was born near Hespeler in the
township of Puslinch, Wellington county,
Out. His demise is the first break in a
family of five sisters and three brothers.
The survivors are Sr. S. Gingrich, of Preston ; Mrs. E. Panabaker, Mrs. S. Panabaker, Mrs. Stunns, Jacob N., of Hespeler;
Rev. Peter, of Breslau, Ont., and Mrs. A.
Witmer, of Victoria, B. C. H e also leaves
a wife and three sons to mourn his departure. A weak heart, with other complications, was the cause of his death. H e
was a faithful and consistant member of
the Methodist church, and was loved and
respected by all who knew him. Funeral
services were conducted by Rev. E. G.
Powell, in the Methodist church, after
which interment was made in Brussels
cemetery.
FIKE.—Susan Allison,
daughter
of
Abraham and Fanny Allison, was born
August n , 1841, in York county, Pa., and
died February 7, 1909, aged 67 years, 5
months and 28 days. One year after birth
she, with her parents, moved to Ohio, and
later again moved to Illinois, and there in
1863 she was united in marriage to John
Lapp, they living together two years until
the death of her husband in 1865. She
later moved to Iowa and in 1870 she was
united in marriage to Peter Fike, they living together almost thirty-nine years. To
this union six children were born, two sons
and four daughters, one son and one
daughter dying in infancy. In early life
she was converted and united with the
Mennonite church, and later, in 1869, she
united with the Brethren in Christ of which
church she was a consistent member at the
time of her death. She leaves a husband
and four children, one son and three
daughters, an aged father, two brothers and
two sisters, and a host of relatives and
friends to mourn their loss. Services were
conducted by Elder J. N. Engle, assisted by
Samuel Wingerd and J. W. Book. Funeral
services were held in the Methodist church
at Ramona. Burial in the cemetery near
by. Text, Rev. 14:13HUTH.—Sister Margaret Huth, wife
of Bro. John Huth, passed away quite suddenly of apoplexy at her home near Sunnidale Corners, Ont., on January 29, 1909,
where she had lived for nearly thirty-six
years. Sister H u t h was born in Eruetz,
Prussia, Germany, near the River Rhine,
on June 23, 1842, and came to this country
with her mother and two brothers in 1857.
In i860, she was married to John G. Huth,
and to that union were born six sons and
one daughter. F . D. Huth. Portland,
Oregon; H . C. Huth, Duluth, Minn.; A.
E. Huth, Chaplin. Sask.; Mrs. S. D. Doner,
Stayner, Ont., and N. A. and J. M. Huth,
at home, the other son having died in infancy. Sister H u t h was well known in the
townships of Scot, Uxbridge and Markham.
She had been ailing for the last three
months, yet the end came unexpected.
Sister H u t h got converted shortly after
her marriage, and lived a consistent Christian life until her end. Much sympathy is
felt for the family, especially for the
brother who is quite poorly. It is a great
consolation, however, for the brother to
know that the Lord doeth all things well.
The funeral services were held at the
home, being conducted by brother J. W.
Hoover, of Toronto, and A. McTaggart.
Text. Rev. 14:13. Interment in the sixth
line cemetery of Nottawasago.

